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STEPS AND SEQUENCE
The objective of this paper is to outline the steps
and actions to be taken to implement the GAIA
Program as soon as possible should the opportunity be
presented. To get the most value from this discussion
it will be useful to visualize the economic position of
the nation once the Program has been in place a few
months. Probably the most startling concept to
understand and accept is that no individual income tax,
sin tax, value added tax, or any other tax burden on the
people will be necessary. Tariffs and Customs Duty
will be imposed to protect local producers and
manufacturers; they will not be imposed on imported
goods that are not produced or manufactured here.
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Government, at all levels including Barangays, will
have as much money as needed TO IMPROVE THE
LIVING CONDITIONS OF THE PEOPLE; gov’t
will have none to squander on people who do not
“earn their keep”. However, when there is money at
very low interest rates for all kinds of improvements:
Schools, hospitals, civic facilities, roads and highways,
water supply and treatment, waste water treatment,
solid waste management, electricity and
communications, and so on, there will be good-paying
jobs for all of the people willing to work. The pride
and self-esteem that comes from really earning one’s
way will soon draw the drones to become workers.
Government supported “low-cost” housing will be a
thing of the past because working people would rather
buy or build a home they can improve and be proud
of.
At the national level, such grand projects as were
envisioned by Ferdinand Marcos and his teams of
architects and engineers can be undertaken, just as all
of the currently in-progress or unfinished infrastructure
projects can be completed.
This can all be done with internally generated
money; it will not require one centavo of foreign
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investment or loan. As a matter of fact, the Republic
of the Philippines will be able to make all of its interest
and principal payments as scheduled and avoid any
further harassment from lenders and their rating
agencies. Credit ratings will no longer be a
consideration since the RP will not need loans. And
soon it will not need foreign exchange reserves
because its gold-based money will be acceptable
anywhere in the world.
With this foundation, we can consider next the:
DECISIONS TO BE RECOGNIZED AND CONSIDERED
BEFORE ACTIONS CAN BE TAKEN
A. Which will be the implementing agency, the BSP
or the National Treasury?
(1) Advantages of BSP: It has the facilities, tools,
experience, and personnel to refine, hallmark and
manage the custodianship of gold, account
reserves, monitor the banks, and issue currency/
credit.
(2) Disadvantages of BSP: It is not accountable
to or auditable by the people and is thus a haven
of graft and corruption, not only for its own
personnel but also for politicians and influential
(Continued on page 2)
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bureaucrats, and often serves as a conduit of
distribution of food to the people.
bribes from the IMF/WB, USAID, AGILE, etc., to D. By noon on Day One the MOA should be signed
Administration appointees and legislators in aid of
and the first group of DEEDs delivered to Land Bank,
legislation favorable to foreigners. It is controlled
which will handle each project just as it would any new
by the BIS, not the people’s government.
line-of-credit with check books issued to designated
(3) Advantages of National Treasury: It is
project heads and their co-signatories. Since there will
accountable to and auditable by the people and can
be plenty of funds made available, the project head will
be made quite graft-proof.
be accountable and will have funds to hire clerks and
(4) Disadvantages of National Treasury: It is
accountants to keep track of how every centavo was
subordinate to the Dept of Finance,
which also has responsibility for
Customs and BIR. It lacks the
stature to attract the very most
competent and incorruptible
leadership required.
B. Alternative Structure
(1) All of the advantages and none
of the disadvantages of the National
Treasury and the BSP can be had
by folding the BSP into the National
Treasury.
(2) By leaving the BIR and
Customs responsibility with Dept of
Finance, or abolishing Finance and
putting them each at Cabinet level,
Treasury can be split off and
elevated to Cabinet level whereat all
of the BSP functions and facilities
can be absorbed. Treasury must
also perform other, new, duties that
will be outlined later in this paper.
(3) In this culture of Empire/
Dynasty building, it will be necessary
to assure that the Treasury remains
responsive to the people (possibly
through the use of an elected
rotating Board of Directors) as well
as incorruptible by either internal or
external forces. Incorruptibility of
the Treasury, however, can provide
an environment in which graft and
corruption are no longer necessary
and would be very difficult to
accomplish undetected.
THREE DAY IMPLEMENTATION:
A. As banking RESERVES the GAIA
DEEDs are best suited for deposit in a
government-controlled commercial bank such as Land
spent.
Bank of the Philippines for the purpose of quick E. While the project heads are disbursing funds to bring
implementation. Authority to use the DEEDs in the
the government entities current in their payments, the
same way as other US Treasury dept is used in the
new “emergency food fund” project head, as a new
banking system can be accomplished by an order from
cabinet-level officer reporting direct to the Chief
the Chief Executive to the Treasury and thence to the
Executive, will be given the authority to feed the hungry.
Land Bank. With prior preparation that should take no
He can task the military and police, along with the
longer than one-half hour.
transport unions, to distribute the food held in the
B. At the same time, and in the same half hour,
Customs warehouses while at the same time traders
personnel should be dispatched to the Quezon City
and distributors can be hired to locate and buy local
BSP mint facility to prevent sabotage or theft and
supplies and bring in supplies from outside where
assure its security. All disbursements will eventually be
necessary. Customs personnel will know of incoming
paid for by the purchase of gold by the government
smuggling shipments that can be confiscated for
with newly issued currency/credit so that the gold is
distribution. Except for confiscated shipments, all of
used as the banking reserves upon which the lines-ofthese supplies will be properly and immediately paid for
credit are to be drawn.
with the Land Bank line-of-credit checks, which can be
C. Pursuant to prior estimates and information, GAIA
encashed through its branches everywhere. Military
can have prepared a Memorandum of Agreement
and Police personnel will no doubt be working a lot of
(MOA) with the Administration, signed by the Chief
overtime in the food distribution effort and should be
Executive and Treasurer, and a series of DEEDs OF
paid double through their regular pay channels with
ASSIGNMENT FOR CONSIDERATION to fit
funds drawn from Land Bank. The project head can
particular needs such as funding past-due wages and
establish a procedure to advance enough money to
pensions, distributions to local governments, past due
transportation companies to pay for fuel and wages
payments on infrastructure projects, and most important,
with the balance to be settled as billed.
a major “emergency food fund” from which can be F. The entire AFP, Army, Navy, and Air Force should
drawn payments for the immediate purchase and
be tasked to organize mixed civilian and military
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convoys of aircraft, seacraft and land transportation
to transport the food to places where it can be
staged for pickup by Barangay and other local
governments for further distribution to local pickup
areas such as schools, churches, bus and jeepney
terminals, etc.
(1) For maximum impact, with each convoy the
Administration could “embed” a newsperson with
communications equipment to report the position,
progress and disposition of food to all
of the areas.
Radio, TV and
newspapers could be asked to report,
show, and publish stories of the
progress until every last person is no
longer hungry.
(2) As soon as control can be
transferred to responsible personnel,
The DILG and its Countrywide
Development program can also be
given its annual allotment for
immediate distribution.
(3) The DILG should be tasked to
inform the municipalities and all
beneficiaries to submit estimates of real
estate taxes due on all lands and
properties that might qualify as
belonging under the Original Certificate
of Title (OCT) No. 01-4 so that the
Tallano/Acop Foundation can begin to
remit significant portions of its unpaid
taxes since approximately 1968.
Those monies can then be spent on
repairs and improvements in each
local area, providing employment for
every person that wants to work and
earn.
(4) To sustain and progress the
program, the SAGIP PINOY can be
given funding for its Trust and
Foundation accounts so that it can
begin its training programs nationwide.
This training will lead to the
cooperative self-control of people and
result in moving rapidly toward a
corruption-free society.
G. To accomplish maximum effect in
the shortest time, all of those efforts
can be funded by GAIA DEEDs
through Land Bank and its
downstream rural banking system. Later on, as the
banking system settles down, the DEEDs can be
offered to commercial banks to assist them in
stabilizing and strengthening their reserves.
H. Doubts have been expressed as to former or
current existence of the gold purportedly leased by
the government in 1948-49 from the (Tagean) Royal
Family for the purpose of furnishing the reserves for
the Central Bank, and now supposedly stored in the
Quezon City BSP mint. Should it not be there, for
whatever reason, it will not slow the program to feed
the people and return the nation to prosperity.
There is still a lot of buried, and sunken, treasure to
be recovered; all that is required is a citizen-friendly
Administration. We will not outline the easy steps
to be taken to have that gold come in but we will
note that there will be no shortage once those steps
are taken.
I. Since a lot of gold is also held in “rebelcontrolled” territory, we should mention that the
Administration should feed those people and fund
their projects without discrimination. When their
trust and confidence have been earned, the National
Treasury can also begin to buy their gold so that
they will have their own funds with which to do
projects.
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Enhancing Effectiveness
Of 3-Day Funding Program
CONDITIONS THAT WILL ENHANCE
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
THREE-DAY GAIA FUNDING PROGRAM
OVERVIEW
Global Alliance Investment Association (GAIA),
as a worldwide provider of banking reserves to be
used as supplemental collateral in the creation of
beneficial infrastructure and livelihood projects, is
ready, willing and able to assist ANY government
and does not, can not, become involved with the
citizens’ selection of their leaders. In the
Philippines, GAIA has introduced its services to
both the Estrada and Arroyo Administrations, as
well as to key members of the prior Administration,
all of whom have ignored our offer of economic
guidance and assistance. As conditions change, we
must continue to be ready to assist.
We have been asked by several groups, some
representing themselves to be from the current
Administration as well as by other groups desiring
to understand the economic options should the
current president and vice president be disqualified
or voluntarily elect to step down, to provide an
outline of the steps required to arrest the current
economic downtrend and reinvigorate the nation.
As publishers of an internationally distributed
newspaper (in addition to our stewardship of the
GAIA asset/program), our view of this archipelago
and its people, and solutions to their problems, may
appear to be simplistic. Our advantage is that we
know who has created the problems, and by what
means those problems are created. That subject
has been addressed by other writings; suffice to
summarize by saying that the nation is using a “fiat”
(by government decree) baseless paper currency
over which its government has no control, either of
its value or quantity. The value is controlled by the
International Banking Cartel (IBC) and the quantity
is controlled by their tools, the IMF and World
Bank through the imposition of “conditionalities” for
the loans they grant.
Thus, the very foundation of the solution to this
nation’s economic problems, and the consequent
upliftment of ALL of its citizens, is the proper use
of its own natural wealth, much of which is in the
form of gold, which all by itself is sufficient to put
this country on an economic par with any of the G7
countries.
The use by the Philippines of its own natural
resources is not in the interest of those G7
countries, or of any of their apparatus such as their
International Banks, the IMF, World Bank, Asian
Development Bank, etc., since it is their desire and
intention that your natural resources, including your
cheap labor, be utilized by them at the lowest
possible cost. As long as the Philippines or any
other target nation will accept the leadership of
those who are willing to be bribed to do the bidding
of the Globalists you will never escape the debt trap
that has you ensnared.
The financial control of the Globalists depends
upon your use of “fiat” paper money; when you

move to gold-based currency they lose control and
you can regain your national SOVEREIGNTY.
“They” have created the “mystique” that disparages
the use of gold-based money, and predict that it is
next to impossible to use. Gold and silver have
been successfully used as money for thousands of
years in a system that is much simpler and easy to
use than the complicated, esoteric, baseless fiat
system currently in vogue. Such a gold-based
system was used by the USA from its formation
June 21, 1788 until the Federal Reserve Act of 1913
while it grew from a few small “colonies” to the
most dynamic nation in the world.
We are not recommending some new, untried
money system; we are recommending the RETURN
to a value-based system that was successfully used
for thousands of years.
One of the many disparagements of the use of
gold as the worldwide base of money is that there
is not enough gold. If one believes the propaganda
published by the Globalist-controlled media that the
total amount of gold ever mined and refined is no
more than 200,000 metric tons, one might accept
such a premise. Fortunately, the truth is far
different than that. In 1964 an agreement was
reached between the Philippine government and the
descendants of the Royal Family of King Luisong
concerning, among other things, the lease of
617,500 metric tons of gold by the government
from the Royal Family. That agreement was
formally published as the DECISION WITH
COMPROMISE AGREEMENT written by Judge
Enrique Agana and issued February 4, 1972
pursuant to Case LRC /CC 3957-P in the court now
known as the Pasay City Court, Branch 111.
Certified copies of that case are available at that
court and also at the Court of Appeals in case
number CA G.R. SP. NO. 70014 dated April 9,
2002.
In his book MARCOS LEGACY REVISITED:
RAIDERS OF THE LOST GOLD Erick San Juan has
documented many tens of thousands of tons of gold
recovered from the so-called “Yamashita” treasure
buried by the Japanese during World War II, while
estimating that less than one third of it has been
recovered. Other authors have reached similar
conclusions, some estimating even larger tonnages.
That is one response to the critics of gold-based
currency. Another equally valid response is that,
properly distributed and utilized, only one ton of gold is
more than adequate upon which to base all of the
currencies of the world. To understand and agree with
that statement may require some serious thought.
The point of this discussion in this paper is to dispel
the myth and propaganda that the use of gold-based
money is either old-fashioned or difficult. The Global
Alliance offers a program of assistance to nations
desiring to regain their SOVEREIGNTY by taking
control of their money, which can only be done by
returning to gold-based currency. The only thing
difficult about it is deciding to do it.
In the following pages we will list a series of
actions and steps to be taken to assure the success of
the transition in the Republic of the Philippines.
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I. Implement the Food Program
A. In our document labeled “Steps & Sequence”
we have detailed the proposed Emergency
Food Program (EFP), the essence of which is
to get ample food to every Filipino everywhere
in the archipelago as soon as possible.
Knowing that the money to support the
program will be available in hours (not days),
that program may be initiated immediately by a
simple proclamation.
B. The first DEED OF ASSIGNMENT FOR
CONSIDERATION (DEED) will be issued to
the Land Bank (LB) as instant RESERVES to
be used to support its issuance of currency/
credit to all of the participants of the EFP.
II. National Treasury Must Absorb the
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP)
A. The BSP was established and its debt
transferred to the National Treasury (NTr) as
the first step toward its Privatization. The
intent was to privatize it in the image of the
Bank of England and the Federal Reserve
System under the ownership and control of the
Rothschilds and their cronies in the
International Banking Cartel (IBC). While it is
reported that the privatization has not yet been
accomplished, as chartered the BSP can serve
no function that cannot be better served by the
NTr, especially in a gold-based system.
B. The BSP cannot be audited and is out of the
control of the PEOPLE; the NTr can be made
transparent to become the primary deterrent to
graft and corruption.
C. One of the primary uses of so-called
“independent central banks” has been to
provide the conduit for bribe money to be
transferred out of countries for the benefit of
politicians and bureaucrats (including Generals).
The NTr will not be able to covertly do that.
III. Assure a Supply of Gold
A. Mined Gold
1. Decree, announce, and enforce a prohibition
against the export of gold.
2. Reverse the recent Supreme Court ruling
allowing 100% foreign ownership of mines.
3. Establish small buying stations at gold-mining
centers.
4. Pay a premium for all gold and silver
purchased (the cost is zero).
B. Gold Treasure
1. Establish new permitting procedure for
treasure recovery.
2. Declare Amnesty for all gold sellers.
3. Reestablish claim to territory within 200
miles of shoreline.
C. Gold in Custody of BSP
1. Inventory all physical assets (including gold,
currency, debt instruments, etc.) and determine
the lawful ownership and requirements for the
release of same. This will require two teams,
one to work in the “mint” to examine the
physical assets, the other to examine the
“paper” assets at the Ermita location of the
BSP as well as the Archives of the NTr. Prior
governors of the Central Bank could be most
helpful in this effort.
2. Particular attention must be given to the
gold leased from the Royal Family as
documented in the DECISION WITH
COMPROMISE AGREEMENT written by
Judge Enrique Agana in 1972. That lease
expired in the year 2000. Had the royalty
payments been kept current it could have been
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extended to 2005 but, since they were not kept
is this cultural quirk more evident than in the
current, the lease has expired and the gold must
judiciary, where there are virtually unlimited
be returned to the DON ESTEBAN BENITEZ
opportunities to procrastinate. Because of this, the
TALLANO & DON GREGORIO MADRIGAL
backlog of work facing every Judge has become so
ACOP FOUNDATION, INC. (FDN or
enormous as to seem insurmountable. The solution
Foundation) that has been established for that
we propose will cost a lot of money but it will
purpose.
eliminate all of the backlog and position the entire
3. When the documentation of that lease entered
law enforcement and justice system to mete out
into by the government in 1949 is recovered, or
justice fairly and quickly.
reconstituted, it must be formally terminated so that
1. Put a fresh face in the position of Secretary of
the gold is returned to the ownership and control of
Justice, a man who wants to clean up the system
the Foundation.
and knows how. We could name him but the crabs
4. The accumulated royalties, penalties, and interest
in the system would rip and tear at him—better to
thereon owed by the government to the Foundation
wait until he enjoys the protection of already having
exceeds $200 billion. The RP currently has some
been appointed.
$30B total in its entire money supply so it will need
2. With the virtually unlimited funds at his disposal,
some help to bring itself current. That can be easily
he will be able to temporarily hire retired judges and
accomplished with the help of GAIA and the
attorneys, as well as experienced active attorneys, to
Foundation.
man temporary courts set up in churches, schools,
5. A vital part of the program that must not be
meeting halls, etc., to take and resolve cases as
overlooked or forgotten is the fact that the
rapidly and justly as possible. In a few months the
government’s payment of it debts to the Foundation
backlog will be eliminated and those judges who can
will allow the Foundation to quickly pay the
and will keep up with their calendar can be retained;
enormous accumulation of property taxes due to all
those who do not can be discharged. If there is
of the Local Governments. As those billions of
need for additional courts and judges there will be
pesos flow to the Local Governments, they will be
funds to construct courts and hire judges.
spent for a plethora of projects including schools,
3. Corruption, especially in the law enforcement and
hospitals, roads and bridges, clean water supplies,
justice system, arises as a result of inadequate
waste water and garbage treatment and recycling,
salaries for clerks, police, and judges. It may require
and so on. The impact upon the entire economy will
as much as a tripling of salaries to turn those
be electrifying; no able person who wants to work
positions into such desirable positions that they will
for an adequate wage will be denied a job.
attract the very best qualified persons. At the same
6. These are all actions that must take place to
time, people in those positions will not risk losing
support even the EFP but they need not precede
them for a relatively petty bribe and the system
other actions. And, should it be discovered that
becomes self-reinforcing.
there is no gold left at the mint, there are many other
sources of gold that can be, and will be, brought in V. Peace and Freedom from Revolutionary Factions
to the NTr. If the gold is in the mint, as it should A. Mindanao, ARMM, MNLF & MILF
be, it will be very convenient; if not, then other
1. The “separation of church and state” does not
means can be taken.
work for followers of Islam.
7. It is useful to recognize, again, that the cost to
2. Their religion is their bedrock; without it they are
government of purchasing gold to be brought into its
rudderless. Their religious leaders are trained to lead
NTr and used as the basis for its currency is
and the insertion of untrained politicians in leadership
virtually zero. To emphasize that statement: P80
positions has not been successful.
billion worth of gold will cost no more than P80.
3. That area, including but not limited to the area of
This is not only true for the Philippines, it is also true
the ARMM, was ceded to the Sultans and their
for other nations with the help of GAIA.
Bangsamoro people in 1903. That gift (from the
Royal Family that owned it) has not been properly
IV. Controlling Graft and Corruption
honored by the gov’t and there can be no real peace
A. Just taking the above actions will go a very long way
there until it is so honored.
to controlling graft and corruption because they
4. The solution, for the government of the
terminate the means of illegally transferring money
Philippines, is to authorize an acceptable (to that
offshore.
culture) religious leader to take charge of that territory
B. To reinstate the nation, in the eyes of the international
and to immediately withdraw all military personnel
community, as a real “democracy”, the former
from it. For a period of time, police will be needed
properly and constitutionally elected president must
there but as soon as possible those Muslim men
be reinstalled, whether for 3 and one-half years or
who are now in the military services should be
for 3 and one-half minutes. That is not a “choice”
retrained as policemen and returned to their culture.
subject to someone’s “druthers”; it is a simple fact
5. We must all recognize that the concept of
and all of the twisting and worming around to avoid
“assimilation” has not worked. The only places in
it only serves to delay while exacerbating the pain of
the world where it has succeeded are those places
doing so. There is no one in the country that places
where the indigenous people were annihilated or
the country’s welfare ahead of his own that has the
completely diluted via cross breeding.
experience to be a good president as has Estrada.
6. There is gold in Mindanao in all of the areas,
“Try it; you might like it.” As a measure of selfMuslim, Christian and Indigenous. Muslims are
protection, we will restate that we are not meddling
taught to abhor usury and they need their own
in the affairs of this nation; we are making a
banking system. This fact was recognized by
commentary to assist its citizens in understanding
Ferdinand Marcos, who set up an Islamic bank for
how the international community views the situation.
them. Unfortunately he was not around long enough
C. Graft and corruption cannot be controlled by a lazy,
to have them taught how to use it. When the
procrastinating, corrupt judiciary system. To a
Philippine money is gold based and they have their
foreign observer it appears that a Filipino’s greatest
own banking system they will manage their own
fear is that he will work himself out of job. For
affairs without cost to the government. If there are
some cultural reason, he cannot do today anything
natural resources in their territory that are needed or
that can be possibly put off till tomorrow. Nowhere
wanted by the government, the government will have
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plenty of money to pay for them.
B. New People’s Army (“Communists”?)
1. As property tax money flows to the Barangays
and Municipalities (see paragraph 5 on page 4 above)
they will soon have so many projects and
improvements in progress that a labor shortage will
ensue. Not many men, especially men with families,
will opt for the hazards and uncertainties of living off
the collection of “revolutionary taxes” when they can
be at home with their well-fed and happy wives and
children every night. There is a saying that
“Generals make war when they have an abundance
of soldiers.” Our corollary to that would be that
even Communist Commanders become toothless
when their “soldiers” are all gainfully employed at
legitimate and useful projects.
2. It is reliably reported that many treasure sites are
guarded by the NPA. If that is true then they, too,
can become self-supporting by selling the gold to the
NTr. The solution to this problem is quite simple for
an honest government that will negotiate amnesties
and grant safe-conduct guarantees so that ALL
citizens are safe in their persons and property.
VI. Long Term Benefits
A. As a reminder to the reader, as well as to ourselves,
the primary purpose of this writing was to outline
our recommendations to “arrest the current
economic downtrend and reinvigorate the nation”.
We are confident that the above recommendations
will very quickly reverse the downward spiral of the
economy, solve the hunger problem of the poor, and
create several million new, productive jobs just in
improving the infrastructure.
B. For the longer term, the entire process of
industrialization begun and fostered by those
Administrations prior to 1986 must be re-established
and continued. Eight million hectares of your prime
pristine forest have been plundered and the land left
barren and denuded; all of that land must be cleared
and properly contoured before it can be reforested.
One of your countrymen has developed a program
for utilizing the interspatial areas to grow crops that
provide ground cover to prevent further erosion as
well as to provide feedstock for the production of
ethanol, a high-value additive to gasoline and diesel
that lowers cost, boosts octane, and burns cleaner.
By using his technique some 10,000 workers per
30,000 hectares can earn a very nice living while
turning what appears to be a mammoth 10-20 year
losing reforestation burden into a first-year-profitable
enterprise. There are many other innovative
projects, not the least of which is the deuterium
(“heavy water”) in the Philippine Deep off Surigao,
which is said to contain far more energy than all of
the hydrocarbons (including coal) in the whole of the
world.
SUMMARY
The Republic of the Philippines is situated where a
few decisive actions can turn its economy completely
around and produce very nearly instant prosperity for
ALL of it citizens. Those actions are outlined in this
paper and its companion titled “Steps and Sequence”.
We encourage dialog and stand ready to discuss our
recommendations.
E J Ekker, President
GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION
Las Vegas, Nevada 702 870-5351
EXECUTIVE OFFICES:
6751 Ayala Avenue, Makati City, Philippines
Tel 632 843-1698 Fax 843-1707
Email <eje_99@hotmail.com>
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The following brief article shows the increasing
popularity of Islamic (non-usury based) banking:
MORE BANKS ADAPT TO ISLAMIC FINANCE RULES
MORTGAGES ISSUED THAT BEAR NO INTEREST
By Jane Wardell, Associated Press, 6/20/05
LONDON—Retail banks offering interest-free
mortgages and declining to charge fees for millions of
customers?
That is increasingly the reality as banks around the
world try to tap into the booming Islamic finance market,
tailoring products for consumers who follow strict Shariah
law, which forbids the giving or receiving of interest.
The banks still find ways to make money through
arrangements such as mortgages structured to include
rental payments instead of interest, with the bank
becoming the borrower’s landlord.
Recognizing the demand, the UK Securities and
Investment Institute, an industry group, announced this
month it has teamed with Lebanon’s Ecole Superieure
des Affaires to develop a new specialist qualification in
Islamic banking for financial providers.
The institute hopes to build on the success of Islamic
banking in mostly Muslim countries like Malaysia and
Turkey, as well as European countries such as France,
Germany and the Netherlands that have sizable Muslim
populations.
...Islamic finance is a major force in the world’s
economy, with Britain’s Financial Services Authority
estimating that assets held in Shariah-compliant accounts
worldwide total $200 billion to $500 billion and growing
at 10 percent to 15 percent a year.
Islamic finance has largely been confined to major
investors, with average Muslim consumers in the West
who want to live by Shariah standards finding few
options. Many Muslims have been locked out of buying
their own homes because Shariah law prevents riba, or
usury—meaning traditional mortgages are off-limits.
“There’s just been an absence of understanding,” said
Ruth Martin, managing director of the Securities &
Investment Institute. “There has been a real gap and it
has been a barrier to people understanding Shariah law
and Islamic banking and to its development.”
But Western banks are waking up.
Lloyds TSB Group PLC launched a Shariahcompliant current, or checking, account in February and
home financing in March.
Lloyd’s current account pays no interest and has no
overdraft facility. Under the Ijarah home financing plan,
the bank buys up to 90 percent of a house on behalf of
a customer, who pays back an amount each month along
with a rental payment as an acknowledgment that the
property belongs to the bank until all payments are made.
HSBC Holdings PLC, Europe’s largest bank by
market value, is ramping up the services offered by its
Amanah—or “trust”—division, which opened here in mid2003.
Under the guidance of its Shariah board of scholars
the bank plans to launch Takaful insurance for buildings
and contents in July and commercial finance by the end
of the year.
It is also switching its home financing plan from the
Ijarah principle to a system called diminishing
Musharakah—which incrementally transfers ownership of
the property from the bank to the buyers as they make
payments—after the Shariah board advised it was more
in line with Islamic law.
...Islamic banking is also expanding in France and in
Germany. Deutsche Bank AG, ABN Amro Holding NV,
Societe Generale SA, and BNP Paribas have all
established such units in the past few years. And in
Malaysia, Islamic financial instruments account for 10
percent of public and private financial dealings, up from
6 percent in 2000, the Malaysian central bank said.
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Establishing Priorities:
Who/What Is ‘Important’
6/21/05—#1 (18-309)
TUE., June 21, 2005 7:45 A.M. YR 18, DAY 309
Manila, Philippines
RE: IMPORTANCE IS NOT ALWAYS THE SEQUENCE
PRIORITIES OF YOUR ADDRESS FOCUS—GCH/d

* * *
PRIORITIES
Oh please, readers, where are your priorities?
When you move outside the box of your tight little
worlds of expression, you seem lost in what might
be “priorities” in sequencing information or
activities.
I personally have spent years making an effort
for you to have realization of “important” vs. “fame
or fortune”.
Who is, as example, most IMPORTANT: Adolf
Hitler or George Soros? How about Alan
Greenspan? But now: How about Amschel
Rothschild or Henry the XIIIth? Confused? No,
you are not for if you “are” then you have not
studied your lessons. Try now, Esu Christos and
see where your priorities place him/her.
The
next
consideration
is:
<theantechamber.net>. Where does this one fit on
your priority list? Well, it fits both at the very most
distant end of the list and yet, right at the top of our
“mission” list of “clear the decks and confront the
debris”.
If we always put that fraud and fiction web site
off our list it would certainly be unfortunate for a
world in hurt even with such obvious deceit and
outright lies in fabrication. But the person with
“that” site has to totally hang herself and therein is
the humor and tragedy of the facts of the matter.
She has hanged herself! We have all the backup
necessary—from her own rantings and
documentations she has produced upon the face of
the manifest world—to neutralize herself but prove
the holdings as we state them to be.
Now that becomes a very important position as
you reach out to consider that our “paper” is
secondary in priorities but first in importance while
we give public coverage of our very holdings while
also offering ongoing activities in transparent and
open presentation.
It is amazing that VK continues to repeat and
repeat the lies even the face of total contradiction
of what SHE PUBLISHED IN HER EFFORTS
TO GAIN WELFARE AND PENSION
PAYMENTS, UNDUE PAYMENTS FROM
SUITS IN COURT AND OVER AND OVER
ACTIONS TO GET, WITHOUT ANY MERIT IN
HOLDINGS OF ANYTHING, ESPECIALLY A
JOB, TO CONCLUDE ANY SUCH CLAIMS.
She seems to think us quite stupid in that she
reads every edition of CONTACT and yet never
gives, on her site, information whereat anyone
reading her garbage can get either rebuttal or the
paper in point. IT IS FINE WITH US,
READERS! She further treats us as somehow
having nothing else to accomplish save pay

attention to her.
We have the documentation and most of it is
from her absurd and fraudulent copies of forgeries,
fabrications and false statements. She has given at
least ten versions, all radically different, of how she
happened to possibly come by the Bonus 3392-181
along with dates THAT CANNOT BE TRUE—BY
HER
OWN
PROOF
IN
OTHER
DOCUMENTATION—TRYING TO HOODWINK
THE VERY GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA TO WHOM SHE
CLAIMS UNDYING PATRIOTISM WHILE
CALLING THE LEADERS OF SAME
MURDERERS AND “SATANS”.
We have stacks and stacks of affidavits, claims
and outright libelous postings all meriting legitimate
legal recourse. Who cares? At this point, not us!
In her absurdities she has proven her own deceit
and criminal fraud. She seems to forget her own
compiled documents in book-form where to prove
her absurd rights to funds she has presented the
very line of confusion and fraud.
Among her little hatchet choppers, including
misguided but equal in deceit and lying presentations,
is Rayelan Russbacher of Rumor Mill News. When
you first practice to deceive, and especially when the
stakes are large, it is often out of control before the
turn of the river and gains such speed and massive
contents as to drown the swimmers.
We need two items in the Global Alliance
Investment Association circumstance and those are
fully contained and met.
As to the Bonus 3392-181 of such false claims
by one VK Durham, we have the proof, the
holdings and what she has cornered and refuses to
present have no longer any merit for
consideration—we have everything necessary—the
conversion of the holding by Russell Herman into
corporate holding and control and legal recognition
of the very corporation itself. All else is secondary
and her holding same is criminal action.
There is NO Durham HOLDING TRUST. VK
was NEVER married to one Russell Herman—
EVER.
She has some dozen causes of Russell’s death
and yet in her documents of prior times and placed
nicely in a book of material—from her, she claims
exactly what appears to be—that Russell Herrman
(who knows if it is Russell Herman) was starved to
death. Even VK can’t have it all ways and mostly
SHE was the caregiver. Russell didn’t get starved
to the extent of his deathbed pictures in a couple of
days or weeks in a Veteran’s hospital.
Does anyone ACTUALLY consider that we
would be so careless with lives and standing as to
do or be ANY of the claimed entities or offers
described by said fraud-mouth? VK and henchmen
come up with a new identity claim every week and
it reflects total impossibilities of human
expression—or dimensional magic. As the Vulcan
Spock would say: “It isn’t logical!”
Neither is it logical, reasonable or worthy of
intelligence to go off equally half-cocked on the
Tallano-Acop Foundation matters. Otherwise it
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becomes as totally comedic and slapstick as VK
claims, along with agreement by Rayelan (Rumor
herself), of a light plane piloted by Russell HerrmanHerman and Gunther Russbacher, one dying and the
other incarcerated in prison, to pick up gold in the
Philippines, fly through Texas to Washington D.C. OR
on to Austria with “all the gold” into the trillions and
trillions of dollars and tonnes upon tons of gold. Then,
the Texas Guard under the control of the Ekkers
brought down the plane, Russell was knocked
unconscious and the gold was GONE. Then, not to
interrupt the incredible dialog—Gunther AND BUSH
flew it on to Austria . . .
Repeat: IT IS ALL STUPIDLY IMBECILIC IN
ALL PRESENTATIONS. YOU WHO BELIEVE
THE BAT-POOP STORIES HAD BEST CHECK
YOUR SANITY CIRCUMSTANCES.
Then, for some to come along and THREATEN
our people? Oh my! If someone doesn’t haul VK
Durham off to the “funny farm” then someone else is
going to get fed up, and that will not be us, and haul
her to the local lock-down. Other of her “had-ees”
are already after her for they found her stuff to be
totally fraudulent and worthless—after having drawn
agreements with her. This is shades of earlier BAD
experiences with the person in point. In her bound
booklet of documents she has also thanked us for our
financial support so she can’t even claim that we have
misstated that fact.
This week comes a tirade against Col. Al Martin
with an insulting blast. Oh my, he did protect her ass
and good golly Miss Molly she blew that one too. The
poor dear can’t even tell the same story a second time
in a row while SOMEBODY is paying her to continue
the crap-fling.
Why don’t we do more about it all in clearing our
own position? OUR POSITION IS QUITE CLEAR
and we don’t want any attention or notoriety or other
drag on our persons so certainly we would not bother
with such a non-entity.
Who was Russell Herman? Well, I would suppose
nobody will ever actually know, will they? I can
assure you, however, that he was not doing the things
VK claims while he was dying in 1994. I can also
point out quite clearly that everything we offer adds up
perfectly as to August of 1993 including signed
documents (no longer necessary in any event). VK
Durham is mentally challenged to the point of
disability. She was never “on” the records she claims
now to have been tampered or removed. The woman
is deranged and to you who continue to do her service
will stand the repercussions when the people and
government security persons come to call. Fraud in
information or outright theft is criminal and is a felony
offense under the law—EVERYWHERE.
So be it.
We are now returning to the important focus of
today as relates to us, the attention to the Philippines
where we are attending business. Political chaos
prevails and yet reaches such a conclusion of need for
change as to be quite convinced that “something” will
transpire and some type of “change” will come down.
I don’t need to spend time on various foci as the
published considerations are adequate and along those
lines I ask that two columns from Monday’s Tribune
be published in sequence “here”. These are:
Alejandro Lichauco: “Erap’s political farewell and
testament—which he will never deliver” and Herman
Tiu Laurel’s: “Estrada: Bridge over troubled waters”,
both on page 5, “Commentary”.
The rats are abandoning ship (of State) and the
would-be Takers are flooding the docks for a piece or,
preferably, a high position on the grabber-platform upon
which sits the Head of State—after becoming
“headless”.

THE DECEIT IS EVERYWHERE
This is a tale of how it goes: One of the very
reasons the first trip to Manila was made involved
a nice Jewish man working on the Islamic-bank in
place here His name, Satinover, is very definitely
Jewish, no insult intended or inferred. He was so
close that he did, in fact, take our Jewish attorney,
Rhoads (from the States) to Temple, etc.
The man presented as an “attorney” and was
from California but married to a Filipina as the
tale flowed and more children were produced in
addition to a grown family in the States. Fine so
far? Well, yesterday, the bank OWNERS called
and it was noted that Mr. Satinover is fully
involved in some “deal” using shares of one of
the people in the bank to raise money in China
to pay for the shares, etc., only to now be
presenting himself as a “doctor” from Australia.
The miscreants have the shares all nicely signed
over BUT certainly paid nothing as agreed on
anything. Oh well? Oh well!
Shall we blame the Jews? Why not? Can you
see how totally worthless it is to set these nitwit
boundaries and supposed judgments onto people?
Wrong is wrong is wrong and no repetition of the
lies otherwise can make it “right”.
Does this incident change our position? How
so? We don’t even have a pick with Mr. Satinover
as far as “we” are concerned—but this is part of
what is wrong with your world, people.
Are these things, as with VK, simple
distractions? No, they are seriously detrimental
to reclamation or recovery of your freedoms and
ability to grow beyond the limits of your
shackles. GOD WILL NOT DO IT FOR YOU!
Nor, shall we!
You as a whole seem to wait for “First
Contact”, “Raptures”, total UFO hogwash and
unbalanced and illogical, unreasonable toutings and
offerings of something for nothing. There seems to
be so little balance or ability to reach into TRUTH
and reason while all distractions from Halloween to
a holiday no longer having meaning other than
material attention, Christmas, is blown to the winds
while a soccer game in London can gain more
attention from the masses than a WAR IN IRAQ.
So be it for GOD ALLOWS and you are allowed
your choices and that to which you contribute all
the while you blame God and Angels for your sick
plights. I would note that for someone who cannot
even “copy” correctly, my name, I shall not give
much credit or attention and that includes one VK
Durham. It is the “holding” that is of value—not
a misrepresentation of myths and conjured lies.
This, in addition, is a fully human physical focus—
not impacted by angels or higher-tamperers or
lower-tamperers. Guns do not kill anything but
people with guns who pull the triggers with bullets
in chambers thereof—are the culprits. It
ALWAYS boils right back down to “MAN”! Even
the “How could God kill children?” has no
meaning—GOD DOES NOT KILL ANYTHING!
GOD CREATES—NEVER DESTROYS NOR
KILLS. It is that even a natural earthquake is not
an “act of God”; it is totally an act of manifest
NATURE. If caused otherwise, it is through a
conjured act of “man”. As John Wayne would say:
“Get it straight, Pilgrim.”
Yesterday over Manila was a phenomenon in
the form of a PERFECT cloud formation that
reflected the accepted portrait of the Christos. It
was fully formed, no distortions of likeness, nothing
to “figure out” or “discern”—it just sat there in total
wonderment. Is it a sign? Now, therein is the
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discernment to figure out. So, will you look unto
the heavens to find your way or continue in the
muck? Choices are certainly YOURS.
In this country today there are not even enough
Congressmen remaining in the country to carry a
motion as they have cut and run—mostly to the
United States—for protection and shelter. What if
the U.S. just froze all those bank accounts belonging
to the miscreants? It might be a worthy exercise!
Moreover, for you native citizens I suggest you just
keep your eyes open and see what Ms.
Condoleezza Rice does with you and to your
country, the land of milk and honey.
When will you consider reason and know that
there was NO “Garden of Eden”, as a good
example of BS? If, as presented, there was such
a place you would be more screwed than you are,
good buddies. From Adam and Eve would flow
EVERYONE? How so? 6-7 billion of you? Wow,
is that incest or what? Is that grounds for mutated
genetic inbreeding or what? STOP IT!
Moreover, there should be no realization of
eating of the “Tree of Knowledge” for so few of
you would prove that to be so as any other myth of
monsters and dragons. If you ate of the fruit of
KNOWLEDGE—then it is so that 99% of you
FLUNKED THE COURSE.
You can believe and hang onto anything you
choose—but that does NOT cause us to dangle with
you over the PIT OF DOOM. We will do that
which we can and therein is the whole of it. Swing
in the winds of wherever you wish for it has no
demand for our attention other than to prove our
position and stay the course.
Does this make for a lonely journey? From
what would you be lonely? Do you cling to the lies
and liars as if they somehow are your friends and
that which keeps you from loneliness? Shame on
you! Would you call back the smallpox after it
passes? Oh indeed, some of you actually would do
exactly THAT. Sometimes a perception of being
lonely is in the remembering or expectation of that
which was or perhaps was actually, NOT. Would
you be lonely for the missing toothache after the
blighted tooth is gone?
If you are lonely then I suggest you work
toward recovery or redirection INCLUDING that
which you wish to recover or command.
AM I MAKING SOME LAST-MINUTE
EFFORTS TO CAUSE YOU TO THINK IN
PREPARATION FOR THAT WHICH IS TO BE
FORTHCOMING? YES INDEED, FOR YOU
ARE ON THE THRESHOLD OF, AT THE
LEAST, PROGRESS AND PERHAPS YOU
NEED
TO
CONSIDER
YOUR
OWN
“PERSONAL” EXPECTATIONS FOR WE WILL
NOT DO THAT “FOR YOU”. GOD RETURNS
THAT WHICH IS GIVEN, IN ABUNDANCE.
HE, NOR WE, FORCE ANYTHING UPON
YOUR IGNORANT BEINGS AS IF YOU ARE
PILLARS OF SALT IN THE WILDERNESS.
GOD DOES NOT REWARD HIS ENEMIES—HE
ALLOWS.
Is it now time you decide that which you want
and isn’t it also time you WORK for it to create
the perfect resolution to that which might trouble
you? Until you decide your own direction you
cannot decide another’s even if your goal is to serve
all others. Self is always right there in the middle
of the “way”.
Thank you, and might YOU find understanding
and thought-provoking realization in that which we
offer.
GCH
dharma
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Something Old, New &
‘Something or Other’
6/14/05—#1 (18-302)
TUE., June 4, 2005 8:15 A.M. YR 18, DAY 302
Manila, Philippines
RE: “SOMETHING OLD-SOMETHING NEW” AND
SOMETHING OR OTHER!—DJE

* * *
GROWN UPS?
Are we actually digressing as much, literally, as it
appears in my viewfinder? No matter how much
headway we “seem” to gain it always appears with
such questionable contradictions as to stagger the
possibilities. Ah but, never mind for only in the ultimate
outcome shall we know the true meaning and intention
of the “play” itself. I did make a couple of steps
forward in sorting things I have to have from that
which is simply cluttering space I need for placing
MORE STUFF in the form of papers and other
debris.
If you had me on a witness stand in a court of law
and under oath I would surely swear that some of
these things of years long past in writings were only
yesterday. Even the content is so inch-by-inch
progressive as to shock and awe. However, new
things are dumped onto our attention screens and must
be attended promptly and so goes the cycles of both
boredom and frustration, but, along with some very
inspirational reminders of our journey to here or there.
You are going to find that we must bear with the
boring countering of such claims as put forth by all
kinds of adversaries to our position and, of course, VK
Durham has done the most interesting attentiondemanding statements bringing back into some
modicum of Truth the facts involved. That means,
readers, that you will please bear patience and witness
for it must be confronted at every turn, these
outrageous lies and accusations that she repeats ad
nauseam along with her foolish site-bearers, i.e.,
Rumor Mills, et al.
It is not that the presentations are not verily
FUNNY but beyond that, absurd, and from the clowns
(not the clouds). The escapades recently posted on
her web sites, etc., have again given a new and varied
review of Russell Herrman’s (Herman?) flight, as
pilot, with Gunther RUSSBACHER to “bring back the
gold”. That seems to have now been brought to
attention after blaming Ekkers for some kind of
nonsensical cause to “bring the gold home” from the
Philippines while somehow “blackmailing” somebody
for something in a hostage position of some kind as she
presents it in scatter-bombs.
Well, Herman and Russbacher were bringing that
gold home, according to VK and supported by Rayelan
(Rumor), that they picked up in the Philippines, loaded
it all aboard a plane (turned out to be a small Cessna),
headed for the Washington, D.C. Treasury and on,
somehow, to Austria.
The gold bearing plane was brought down by jets
of the Texas Air National Guard in a joint operation
with the Texas Rangers [supposedly] under Ekkers’
control, in Midland, Texas. When Russell awakened
from unconsciousness the gold was gone. The

assumption is that somehow Gunther went on to
Austria but that is not addressed by Ms. Durham.
Keep in mind that during this time Gunther
Russbacher was mostly in a Missouri Federal Prison
on felony conviction or later, in jail in Austria on
criminal conviction, so, timelines need a bit of work if
nothing else. Even lots of wine doesn’t make truth of
fancy—it just seems to.
Following release from Austrian jail Gunther
dumped Rayelan, he said, and hooked up with a woman
in London that apparently was known also by Raye
who had a flipping fit over the deal where Raye was
sure she wouldn’t get her billion dollar cut of
something or other—also involving the Philippines
“gold” shifting of the above story. She put this onto
other web sites such as Skolnick where she also
claimed that Gunther was one of the “assassins” who
took-out Diana in the tunnel. This also went out on
many Internet sites and it amazes me that there are
still viewers for this incredible hogwash. Even Gunther
disallowed the latter charges in a public call to the
various Web-Masters and which also got published
thereon.
Then there is a bit of a blank in the tale since
Gunther (Russbacher) seems to have got something or
other and headed on to Austria. Now remember,
intelligent inquiring minds, that the amount of gold in
consideration here is well over 400,000 metric
TONNES (TONS). A C-130 or the biggest craft
known can only haul about 40 tons of that heavy metal
called gold.
So, the story goes that in July 1994 Russell and
Gunther loaded their Cessna with “all the gold” and
headed off into the sunrise in a flight path over
Midland, Texas to get to Washington D.C. and parts
on further to Austria. OK so far?
The VK story goes that the plane, needing space
for the boxes of gold, had the pilot’s seats removed
and all that flying had to be accomplished by sitting on
boxes of gold. Now, readers, comes the more
miraculous part of this tale:
We have found in a 747 superjet it takes about 1314 hours from Manila to get to the very Western edge
of the U.S. How long do you think it might take to
make that flight loaded from corner to corner in a tiny
plane? Moreover, calculate that it couldn’t get off the
ground in the first place because of the weight.
Now, consider please, the REFUELING of such
a plane in a journey of about 11,000 miles to reach
Midland, Texas. The Pacific Ocean is a big mother.
Oh by the way, lest we forget: Russell Herman
DIED in August of 1994 (after assigning his interests
in the “Bonus” holdings to “us” in 1993),
MOREOVER, HE WAS DYING ALL YEAR, at the
least. If, in fact, you see the necrological pictures of
Russell Herman, you will note that his poor backsides
could not have borne sitting on wooden or metal crates
of gold even with use of a pillow or two. This tale
represents the flight in July 1994 and Russell’s death
by myriad causes, mainly suffocation with an erection
no less, in August 1994. The Flesh-eating problem is
ANOTHER of the many problems heaped onto poor
Mr. Herrman, Herrmann, Hermann—and lastly,
Herman.
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Besides that problem, she proclaimed that before
Russell Herman entered her picture IN 1987, he had
just come back from South America where he had
picked up flesh-eating microbes that caused him to go
blind. He was so blind, it seems per VK, as to be
unable to even sign his own documents thereafter.
Note that VK claims he was come to her after getting
out, by escape or something, from a South American
PRISON. Of course he was “set-up” by some of his
own men.
She also claims that he was so tortured and had
bones broken in 1993 as to be unable to sign anything
but failed to mention the “blind” state of his physical
self.
Now, in addition to THAT tale, VK claimed at
that time to have been in a deliberately orchestrated
“take-out” accident and was in a coma from which
Russell had to even teach her to be able to again
speak. She claimed then to have been disabled and
mentally damaged. I believe the latter to be utterly
true. But how can Rayelan (previously, Russbacher)
sell the same garbage on HER Internet website? Is
there something wrong with this picture? This is no
more absurd than all the other rantings and fictions but
certainly proves the point of some lack of credibility.
Oh by the way, all of her documentation she
claims was filed IN THE COURT CLERK’S
OFFICE ON AUG. 1, 1994—all prepared and signed
in every instance by, ta-da, VK Durham in an effort
to get EVERYTHING into her hands, frankly, prior to
his death. She overlooked lots but mainly that he had
turned over the asset in 1993 and she KNEW IT.
Not only did she know it but Russell told us she had
a copy of the document itself. This bears truth for it
turns out that she used his signature on “that”
document to further counterfeit his Russell Herman
signature addition to her filings on August 1, 1994 false
documents. If nothing else, VK Durham is one of the
most prolific liars in history. She, of course, claims we
stole the signature. Wonders never seem to cease. I
cannot see how Ms. Durham has stayed out of prison!
My guess might be that she would probably be
placed in an institution being considered incompetent to
stand trial.
She also likes to broadcast, along with Rumor
reading room presentations, that Ekkers somehow
have single-handedly destroyed the world and all
economies with filched use of her Holding Trust
assets.
The fact that there is no holding Trust or anything
else of Truth in the blather and postings doesn’t seem
to make a whit of difference to the mentally
challenged parties involved. But, since the repeated
tales are presented even to this week, we again must
respond publicly.
VK has again drawn in poor Gammelsgarrd
(misspelled by the way) of INTERPOL and all
INTERPOL AGENTS along with “ALL THE
BANKS” and if you name it, she has also named it.
Now for the good news:
INTERPOL has come to visit on several
occasions with her interesting accusations in hand and
it has worked out very well indeed—for our side!
One major Interpol player who professed to be “over”
all operations and agents in this area, at the least, was
one among five parties visiting as recently as Friday
last. We don’t pay a lot of attention because we are
quite sure that false names and identifications are
presented in most cases and what the heck, they are
hard to remember at best.
Many agencies are monitoring VK’s sites and all
LINKS offered.
Of all the questions that come to mind: “HOW
MUCH SHOULD MENTALLY CHALLENGED
PERSONS BE ALLOWED TO LIE, CHEAT AND
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STEAL?” This has now become of GLOBAL
proportions in her and Rumor’s instances and the game
is not as funny as it was in the beginning as the foolish
nits have also threatened the very president of the United
States of America. Worse yet, however, is that they pull
into their own idiocy the presentations of good and
honorable commentators. THIS is part of what has gone
wrong in our world. We, wanting NO attention, are the
winners in the presentation for slowly it becomes
apparent that few even notice us. Even that which
“was” now “isn’t”. My goodness, what a difference a
day makes!
She has also BADLY quoted CONTACT as well as
every other thing THEY present so it certainly becomes
somewhat interesting if not time-consuming.
We have received a couple of other “heads up”
about the ongoing “investigations” of the material as is
circulating from VKD and all who show up here have
copies of same in hand which makes response quite
easy indeed. However, the plot is interesting as well
because there are attempts to get us to make some
foolish errors by somehow “offering bribes” or false
information. No, we don’t do either and it serves us
very well indeed. Every operative goes away with
copies of the paper while we get a clean bill of health.
It is comforting and makes all the effort worthy of the
ongoing work involved.
Oh gosh, we do have intrigue upon intrigue and it
appears that again, Mel Brooks should be over here
shooting every day. Another visitor came to give us a
heads up warning yesterday and just suggested we pay
attention to security because we are truly under
surveillance but not to worry. Wow, how does one “not
to worry”? Oh well.
The big “doom’s day” events haven’t fully been
realized here even though the stuff is in every fan and
blowing about in typical confusion. The U.S., however,
wants to get Arroyo out of office but they want the
outcome of just how and WHO to be determined by said
U.S. The government here is beyond “broken” as it
seems to be shattered into a zillion pieces with a large
number of involved parties scooting to the U.S. and parts
other than here while trying desperately to take their
assets with them. It is called “loot”.
So, what are we doing?
We are doing what we always do—pursuing
documentations of value and checking it twice along
with keeping our noses CLEAN. The underground
grapevine still maintains there will be a “change”
before June’s end with a more controlled (by the U.S.)
change-out of some kind.
Here is where I can get really enthused about VKD
and her claims that the U.S. is protecting us at the highest
levels of government. We don’t believe it but surely
does sound nice on a hot day in Manila (which is EVERY
day). We are told to again stock up on some things like
a few canned goods easily accessed that there are
expected “brownouts” and inconveniences of such as
that variety.
We are fine now, however, as if it is only a few
days, this building has a generator which supplies
adequate power for basic needs and allows for fans on
separate circuits but no cooling or water-heater use. We
finally got a hookup to LPG gas to the stove and keep
it for such emergencies as might come so we are fine.
I’m afraid, however, that the intent must be to hit
utilities quite hard to disrupt normal movement of
people and certainly shut down all banking as we were
also told to probably get a bit of cash on hand. So be
it in the world of a national takeover without invasion
of the Iraqi type.
Do we expect wipeout?
No, but then, we can’t see to the end of the
road. It would certainly be expected that a heck of
a lot of whatever we hold or help manage will be

snatched, seized or attempts at both made in
attempted take over—not “out”.
Since we sit in the holder’s seat of Global and
of the FDN it would mean playing one against the
other so it would appear it surely would be better
to “deal” with us rather than do stupid strong-arm
jack-boot types of seizure.
What in the world would not be to love by even the
President of the U.S.? Half of the Global asset is sitting
in reserve for immediate use IN THE U.S.A. It can
ALL go against the purchase of gold in any amounts
available, legally and responsibly, right in the Philippines
as is structured already.
I suppose that leaves VKD to play her own ongoing
game but she does NOT have what she claims to have
and therein is the fact of it.
Are we willing to “die” for this cause? NO, NO
AND NO!
The intent is to LIVE long enough to make some
modicum of goodness WORK.
Certainly “we” can’t fight any “force” battles with
anyone—period. There is neither the wish nor desire to
do anything even outstandingly foolish or, moreover, even
as a notable publicly recognized action—AT ALL.
I think I would like, in fact, to buy this building
and put “Durham” across the identification address.
VK seems to want everything, and everyone, in the
world to recognize her and scrape before her royal
being. Good for her!
Since the only thing we are using is a mere portion
of any asset(s), she can certainly deal with whatever the
law allows. However, it would appear that she has
absolutely NO STANDING under the law or otherwise.
For all we have accomplished in transactions,
neither have we. Ah but, ours is substantiated
lawfully and under court orders and proof of
holdings from corporation holdings ESTABLISHED
and registered to verification BY LAW!
What if VK has quintillions of dollars, as she claims?
We only consider holdings which have backup potential
of GOLD itself available. How much empty paper does
VK need? I believe by now the assets accrued in
interest alone on 3392-181 are into the “octodecillions” of
moola. VK can’t calculate it so why bother?
Could the U.S. avail of such wealth for debt
payments, etc.? Yes indeed, and already holds enough
of PHILIPPINE gold in lock-up to more than support the
whole ongoing debt load.
What scares me bloodless is that we actually tried
working with VK Durham and can only thank GOD that
nothing came of it but ongoing harassment. VK wants
to loop GAIA into everything. Well, “GAIA” was
formed to handle Russell’s portion and not until it was
obvious that VK was and remains totally brainchallenged.
It turns out, interestingly enough, that Russell’s
assignment is of no consequence in the holding itself. The
asset was put INTO Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing,
Ltd. AS OWNER THEREOF and remains so to this
very minute. VK DURHAM has NO standing of ANY
KIND in the corporation or otherwise.
VK has presented interesting things to the world
and not the least is one that she offered several
years ago on her early postings and faxes:
She claimed that she was born and trained to
destroy me, Doris. She presented as the white
Lighted party sent forth to wipe out my “dark”
being. My goodness, if “Light” is her mantle where
is Truth? If she is THE ADVERSARY, then what
have we to FEAR in this world of warped
experience? A lie repeated a thousand times does
not make it other than the lie with which it began.
What people choose to believe, however, is quite
another issue so hanging with unchanging TRUTH
is the only way to go—we have found.
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VK claims something weird about notarization of
documents four years after Russell’s death and
verification of his signature. NO, THE ONLY
NOTARIZATION WAS REGARDING RICK’S
SIGNATURE.
NEITHER ISSUE IS OF
IMPORTANCE NOW AS THE ASSIGNMENT
AND OTHER VK DOCUMENTS ARE OF NO
VALUE OR CONSEQUENCE—AT ALL. Russell
Herman knew what he was doing and DID IT.
We do not know VK personally as in “met her”
and neither did we know him personally, by personal
meeting (OTHER THAN BY PHONE, FAX, ETC.).
We certainly got a belly-full of VK while we treasured
the input from Russell Herman, as we knew him and
followed instructions right down the list of “to do”.
Players come and go in passage “through” the game
in play but that is also called “life”, which also seems to
be equivalent to “may we live in interesting times”.
SPIRITUAL ASPIRATIONS
Having also been labeled Cult Leader and other
amazing things I am not going to respond directly but
to remind everyone of our readers that we have a very
human task to do, I ask that last year’s “update” be
again run. It is appropriate for today for you to
measure the gains as well as for us to refresh
ourselves as to time wasted and lost to grabbers and
power-hungry greedy people.
The writing in point refers to “God made me do
it” as to George Bush and is a timely reminder for
Gloria Arroyo also claims, “as with Bush” that God
sanctions everything she does along with the U.S.
Embassy personnel.
We now have the Foundation under full
registration and very careful control and once again,
we didn’t actually have to do a thing to attain that
coverage or sheltering. Amazing Grace is always at
work when we just stay the course.
I ask that the writing of Thu., Jul. 10, 2003 (yes
indeed, time flies) be added here. It is “RE: DIVINE
INSPIRATION; HOT SPOTS IN TALLANO
ESTATE LAND TITLES; AND OTHER
MISCELLANY—DJE”
The Foundation has made more progress in the
past two months than in the previous whole of the
past two years.
We find that all the players have to finally get into
step in order to take a next move even though we are
impatient and seemingly, continually frustrated. As I
write EJ is down meeting with two of our Trustees
who seem to have new and wonderful information for
our backup records.
We ask you to refer to the published
information as presented currently by VK and our
response to “inquiring” agents. Sorry about that but
you need to know what VK is posting and most of
you readers don’t have web-internet use. We
could do nothing else but fill everything with her
trash but we won’t do so. We will, however, have
to run some things to keep abreast of what is
ongoing. Thank you for being patient and curious
enough to realize this too is YOUR journey.
We are told by legal counsel to run these things
for public information and to support us in all
confrontations. It documents publicly the slams and
accusations, absurd as they are, as well as our
response so that INTERPOL, for instance, doesn’t
have to make so many trips to visit.
In appreciation to everyone and as well, our
gratitude for participation; we remain alive and well
while this too shall pass. Hopefully that passage
will be delayed long enough for us to conclude this
task at hand.
DJE
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Current Events in RP
Are ‘Too Hot to Hold’
6/18/05—#1 (18-306)
SAT., June 18, 2005 7:20 A.M. YR 18, DAY 306
Manila, Philippines
RE: THINGS ARE BOILING IN “THIS” PARADISE—DJE

***
Dear Ellen and Co,
You and EJ will have to decide what and to
whom this can be sent for I am fresh out of energy
or sorting capability.
My first major thanks are without doubt the
most prioritized in my list of appreciations and that
runs from MB, Joy &Walt, to Paul to Dave to
Norm, Jerry and others to whom we owe gratitude
for keeping us alive and going. There are so many
more but today is special, for with these we have
been able to reestablish some contacts and actually
set up some conduits for use when we accomplish
something here with these programs in order to be
up and running as we hit the ground. There is,
likewise, no way under the heavens to
acknowledge individually the others who have stood
the ground and kept the paper going even to
antagonizing VK through our ability to publish
international notices. Establishing a conduit,
however, is the most important one step we have
been enabled to make. There is more shifting and
securing to be done but we can now handle it. Of
course, Ellen, without you we would be nowhere so
our appreciation of you, Ron and Valerie is off the
scale. We could mention our patient kids and on
and on but that will have to wait.
Ron and Valerie are handling the paper so
incredibly well and we will continue to manage things
in such a way that there is no risk of miscreants
snatching and hauling assets. However, it is a bit
much for my feeble brain as things move smartly along
in every other avenue of expression TODAY. Each
calls for attention when I least want to give it.
I don’t want to offer more names because it is a
promise of harassment from the publication of anything
from which others can intrude.
I am trying—but as the term trying indicates,
failing at—sorting and tossing, but, I have to get on
with it. I save far more than I toss because each
thing reminds me of why I saved it in the first place
and I can’t seem to give up my last shreds of family
and whatever came “before”. I sometimes wonder if
anything came before. I am caused to consider that
possibly nothing came before “A” (Alpha) and
everything comes after “O” (Omega) which of course
is not the “end” which is already a contradiction in
consideration of whatever language you speak from
Chinese to English to Greek. I think of that English
alphabet to which I cling as the ONLY possible thing
to speak or use (old age you know with old dogs) and
realize that we start with “A” but end with “Z”
obviously meaning “zip”.
Filipinos all use our alphabet, except for the myriad
tribal clans BUT it makes no difference—can’t
understand a word. So much for that dilemma.
I want to tell you specifically, Ellen, that we will
be doing some shifting and holding and eking our way

through some tedious things so that if and when we
make a giant stride for mankind (leap?) we can do so
rapidly and easily. Anything in the U.S. must be
handled so extremely carefully as to not step on any
agreements or anything that can be considered toe
flubbing.
We are faced with making a few decisions over
here in limited Paradise of now being considered a
leveraged set of potential graft possibilities in the
Immigration circles. Nothing of merit or substantial
reality—just botheration.
It is time to consider, however, when possible, the
easing out of the position of the every month to two
months extensions with annual restart into some kind
of a category of “retirement” qualified parties. We
have been assured that it can be done easily and
rapidly—with money to hold in the bank, by the bank,
for an allotted several months but would be totally
secure but can’t be used. Well, we have to use what
we have and that too comes up about the same time
as our “annual” “vacation” plan. We continue to come
under too much inspection to go much longer without
some effort at change. We will, however, continue as
is until after our annual.
Commander asks that we renew this lease
because we must have office presence for at least a
year this time because things must continue here but
financially, the peso is in desperate territory.
However, so is the dollar and therefore to freeze the
lease is the best way to go for SOMEBODY has to
tend this mess of scrambled eggs.
However, we have to also be ready to MOVE
OUT and therein is the push-pull of all decisions as
to how in the world to even dump the debris of
paper piles, books and other PRICELESS
information resources.
Having been prone to nightmares about moving on
those occasions of losing a home or something else
“unimportant”, I find the fragmenting interesting. Last
night, for instance, I was truly back in Tehachapi
parked in our very old and very tiny “camper” that fit
on the truck MM now has. There was some amount
of local bashing from prior acquaintances spouting off
because in the camper, which had not even a potty,
there seemed to be two full bathrooms under
renovation of some kind along with some 16 to 18
people in the same 8X12 foot space and all wanting to
know what we had done with THEIR stuff for there
was no longer any trace of anything we had done and
surely we had accomplished that burial quite magically.
This included Bob Turner who wanted to know what
we had done with his farm for it was not totally
GONE. And, moreover, it had disappeared after he
had sacrificed part of his life fighting HUKs in the
Philippines (that makes the only sense in the whole
picture as I will have to describe). I think we were
parked near town trying to get moved to park on our
South Lot.
We were parked to the side of the roadway next
to Al’s house and yes, he was there but the saddest
person I can remember, seemingly wanting to be
present but basically as invisible as possible.
I ended up quietly stating that we were going to
take our Buck Owens generator, the big diesel tank
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from behind our house by pulling it onto our lot and
FENCING off the entryway in the rear to either
hold the tank forever in place as to ability to remove
it or move it to the high plateau in Utah to run
heaters for Ostrich farming.
I guess it isn’t too far out, where does an old
“useless eater” go into the sunset? We deserve
a sunset too!
I was floundering around at 2:30 a.m. with this
off and on again saga when the moon made its
half-hour viewing to the West. My goodness, it
was red as blood and I almost awakened EJ to see
but decided if the end has come it is sometimes
better to just live with surprises. After all, it was
only half a moon anyway.
Earthquakes in California? It is serious, Ellen,
so pay some attention to safe places to put your
body in a shaker—but not UNDER anything. Get
alongside some heavy object that presents a safety
triangle. I will try to find that writing about safety
triangles and we should rerun it right away. At
night just tip out of bed and lay along side it. A big
chair or couch is best in the living room for there
is both cushioning and sturdy blocking of falling
things from topside. Keep a little special kit in that
area as well with just a bit of water and a few
“nutrition” bars for interim convenience.
So much for…!
I want to use the message Valerie sent on the
topic of Gods as Astronauts as mentioned a few
writings back. She found and copied to us some of
Creation: The Sacred Universe and so I don’t
need the book any longer I suppose. Good grief, it
doesn’t matter anyway. God has always been a
pretty busy “something” for a lot of generations.
We get so busy dooming people to heaven or hell
as to be shocking even to me who has such good
view of God at work on a daily basis that I miss
the miracles for the most part.
I chuckled at the release of the Terri Schiavo
autopsy report where two “private” and paid
coroners did the evaluation without allowing, by
court order, any third party witnesses to assess
damages. So, they only botched the report to the
extent that nobody can “fix” it or have it
accurately accepted. But, it is published
anyway, along with evaluations of outcome that
COULDN’T HAVE BEEN PRESENT IN SUCH
CIRCUMSTANCE. Oh well, may we all live in
interesting and BS times. Cremation ends the
potential of ever “knowing”.
In the BS (BAT Sh.) category, VK just
keeps doing her thing and it gets more outrageous
with every entry on the Internet. It is so
interesting that we are now flooded with callers
claiming to be from INTERPOL. Not JUST
“from” INTERPOL but my goodness, don’t we
know, from the top HEADQUARTERS (in the
Philippines but globally in control over all the
service) and everything else is unfolding in such
interesting ways as to boggle the boggled.
It is good, however, for in the searching for some
modicum of backup we found that the last “big, BIG
shot” was/is a man by the name of Quirino and whose
sister claims he is Head of Interpol. Wow oh wow.
This is good, however, because there was a
President Quirino in office AT THE TIME THE
GOLD WAS LEASED FROM THE CENTRAL
BANK FROM THE TALLANOS. CAN’T BEAT
THAT FOR A CHAIN OF FOLLOW-UP. This
“Quirino” claims direct bloodline to that President.
Now, don’t put that too far aside because we have
one last thing we need for PROOF of “purchase” and
that is an agreement for leasing that gold and
evidence of at least one payment—and therein it gets
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really sticky-wicket time.
Our Foundation buddies went yesterday to a place
up north and isolated some parties holding some of the
documents from the old Administrator and claim to be
holding other documents including those about that gold.
Wouldn’t that be dandy?
Not to understate the potential about that, it is the
other information which is mind-blowing and all of you
will enjoy the intrigue so will not put it here but get it
into the next paper where we shelter our own
backsides just a bit. It is going to again blow the cover
of JFK’s killing by people who were there.
I will say that one of the involved parties who
knows but was not involved except to know it all was
Col. Fletcher Prouty of the U.S. Air Force and
Intelligence service. He was often associated with
another Col. (but not from the Air Force), Ed
Lansdale who was the mastermind of the assassination
in Dallas and was on the scene as it came down.
That still is not the biggie in my day, however.
We ran several interviews with Fletcher P. while
back there in Tehachapi Wonderland and I think Rick
even did one after the hanky-pank with Spectrum while
still running on the fuel from CONTACT. It is fine and
unimportant for it is the Philippine “connection” that is
the incredible fallout of the day. Gee and golly whiz,
they were over here in those old days making
whoopee out of everything pertinent to today and all
the way back to the creation of the “HUKS”. [Huk:
Short form of Hukbalahap, itself the abbreviated
form of the Tagalog name for the guerrilla force
established in 1942, known as the People’s AntiJapanese Army (Hukbong Bayan Laban sa Hapon).
In 1946 renamed the People’s Liberation Army
(Hukbong Mapagpalaya ng Bayan).] Here is where
I think of Bob Turner because he was over here in
the Philippines fighting the HUKS and he stated to us
that nobody could ever get ANYTHING done with
the Filipinos and the only good HUK was a dead HUK
so they deaded a lot of them and Bob said he helped
with that game.
We have in hand, in front of me, a letter written
by Fletcher P. to no less than Jim Garrison AND IT
IS A GOODY. We will share it but, please, note that
our focus is on the incredible happenings of taking over
the control of the Philippines, overthrowing a
government and getting out of position, Quirino.
Worse yet, they did it just like they did it with Marcos,
et al., and even Noriega, when convenience
overshadowed integrity on the part of the U.S.
hierarchy, which always involved the Bushes one way
or another.
Do I hate the Bushes? Gosh NO! I hope they
never get after us in serious consideration and I mean
“No sir and yes sir” are my standard response.
Ah but, the big boys are about to pull it off again
as it is now pretty much decided that somehow Fidel
Ramos, Carlyle Group-Amboy, CIA top asset, is going
to restructure the Philippines and probably before the
25th of this month.
Then, there is the coexisting COUNTER COUP
going to somehow put Erap back into the hotseat. But,
it all, in all instances, means getting GMA OUT,
DOWN AND GONE. All of the evidence and
criminal charges are present but the big bloodletters
haven’t made it clear the route to take.
Can we do anything with FVR? I don’t know
BUT we will be stuck with whatever and whomever
the “insiders” say we can. I would think a path would
be worn to our door with other than selected
questioners from some Interpol office or fabricated
same and we are pretty sure it is so. We are certainly
warned by those same insiders to keep low, know that
we are under surveillance and all connections are
tapped (an interesting turn of events under recent

“tapping” examples in the government.) We don’t care
and we don’t bend or break so it is good. So, to those
readers who have connections to FVR, we thank you
for making sure he knows of us for he hasn’t smashed
us yet. My goodness, he “could” save these
Philippines with giant strides toward service to a world
in hurt.
I don’t know anything about these people referred
to above but certainly I do know that in 1946 to 1949,
as mentioned in the letter, I was in high school and
graduated 1949 to start my life of happenings usually
while making other plans.
Unfortunately most was not too exciting all of the
time. I was, however, secretary-receptionist to the
State Attorney General in Utah when Kennedy was
shot. I, in fact, was first to know as General Rich of
the State Guard called me at the office. Shock and
awe was afoot as it was a very political position and
only a few days before we had all waved at Kennedy
passing through Salt Lake City. I even hauled my
little kiddies to “experience” the President even if they
couldn’t see a confounded thing, including the
President.
I am reminded that we accept that these people
exist although rarely have any of us actually seen any
of them. God help us, though, if we can’t prove GOD.
I have to also remind myself that I am a Texan and
did experience Johnson and Connally and was very
happy to have them out of Texas even if to
Washington. So much for more politics.
It is quite a lot of fun to note throughout the paper
from Fletcher that he named others in the Philippines
such as Soriano who was a wealthy, wealthy man.
He apparently set up Philippine Airlines, now owned
by Taipan across the street, Lucio Tan. He also
owned, apparently, San Miguel beer company, now the
biggest industry, including food, in the Asian area and
still expanding. That is now mostly controlled by
Danding Cojuangco whose son Charlie lives in the next
apartment to ours. It is truly a small world after all.
Perhaps it is no wonder VK blames us and calls us
everyone else on the globe or is it truly that the buck
does stop here? I wish someone had informed us!
PERHAPS it is that this was the only way that the
teacher could convince us rookies and pawns of dense
brain disease to enter the game?
It is a bit like “Deep Throat” when the truth
finally “outs”. Or, perhaps the closer one gets to
meeting the “maker” it becomes more enticing to tell
some Truth. VK, however, must feel a long way
from that day as she never cleans up her act.
Vina is a true one-of-a-kind. She spent hours
telling us about the fact that Bush had Russell
MURDERED, etc. She even told us and Atty.
Knecht in Texas who was in charge of estate matters
for other holdings of, supposedly, Russell, to the tune
of $500 MILLION that she had filed murder charges
against Bush in court in Illinois and that, in fact, held
up the final conclusion of sale on the precious artifacts
Russell had “stored”. Now this week she publishes
that it was Clinton involved and she “never for a
minute thought it was Bush”. Does anyone other than
me have a headache? Thank you, Ellen and Jack, for
the anticipated aspirin shipment.
Other things are coming out of the travels
yesterday of our guys to places North and lots of
documents are going to flow back while even more are
said to be coming later as other things take place. It
is making things a lot more easily accomplished since
Professor Ramirez, whom we have known for years
now, is a published writer and respected greatly. He
will be writing a history of the life, times and other
tales of the Philippines with special emphasis on
documented history of the Tallanos, et al. “They” (the
contacts) even have copies of Land Bank Bonds we
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thought were gone, even in reference, forever and
ever more.
Perhaps living in our old camper, if MM will give
us back our truck, is a good idea after all. I still like
the best idea of having an office area next to “Ellen”
and just live in the Best Western next to the restaurant
for I certainly do not want to get reattached to the
birds because I still cry over them every time there is
a parrot show. I have to make enough to earn them
a full retirement, mostly for Jack and Diane,
permanently somewhere with people who will love and
adore them. I have come to realize that God truly
“gives” and man takes away while the journey has
been long and quite sad at times.
I just saw last evening where there are now
available parrot diapers, which come in all colors
and sizes. Poop was always the big problem as
with our little monkey Sam where we cut and made
her own little diapers. I would probably go for it
and would probably arrange for Diane to have some
for Show and Tell. Willie, Tillie, Billie and Ringo
were never potty trained. All “our” others are
gone now which brings up equally bad memories of
Rex Smith and the farm misadventures. Where oh
where is my box of Kleenex?
We don’t want too much of this memory plod
down the lane for we are going to pull this incredible
thing “off” and it is going to be a really big
whinger. P.S.: You get very flexible when you
don’t have any choices worth considering other than
the course punched in at the motherboard and under
way. Meanwhile we just each and all go until we
don’t “go” any more. I’m confident it will work out
to be in perfect order no matter what we would
“druther”. My goodness, if we can get this far in
incredible land in just this five block area it is surely
certain that we will accomplish that which waits at
the next turn.
Thank you so much, Ellen, for researching the
Children’s Hospital matter for us because it would
be a handy and useful little unexpected surprise
since more time has passed since when we first
were told about anything to do with annuities from
that resource, teeny as it is. We had given it up as
to a big flub of some kind because we were not
supposed to have had to send ANYTHING—just
wait. Oh dear, one more score for idiotic
“thoughts”.
This poor old football is so tattered that we just
hope it holds air long enough to get it over the goal
line. Others have helped so that we can, we think,
make it and the recent help with forming a
structure for management makes us we feel on top
of the world about potential touchdowns.
I should note that years ago we spoke of the
local Islamic bank here. Moreover, we wrote whole
texts about Islamic-style banking and its wondrous
ability to service, truly service, the people and the
needs of nations. The people are back again trying
to get it all up and running and it would be such a
prime asset along with the Philtec Gold Bullion
Depository already chartered and ready to go. I
think the fat lady is tuning up and the sails are
awaiting the unfurling or whatever sails do getting
ready in the calm before the IMF final typhoon
blows out. It is hard to believe that worthless paper
(dollars, etc.) can keep whole civilizations separated
from God and living while handlers corrupt and
destroy. The true failure I feel and experience is
in the realization of the ignorance come before. Do
you think we can gather our little handful into our
“rest home” and watch the fireplace aglow (with or
without air-conditioning)? Sounds exceptionally
good to me.
Love, D.
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Save Your Life in a
Major Earthquake
The following article was written over seven
months ago but has not been run in the paper
prior to now, so please do not just look at the date
of the article and move along without absorbing
the vital information it contains.

frequent intervals it is necessary to have everyone plan
for such contingencies.
Total collapse of well-constructed buildings is not
as likely as is falling debris shaken loose within the
units themselves. In schools, however you find that
you are dealing with, usually, single story buildings with
11/15/04—#2 (18-91)
some having two floors. The weight of overhead
MON., Nov. 15, 2004 2:03 P.M. YR 18, DAY 91
collapsing ceilings and roofs is your potential problem
Manila, Philippines
and if you or a child is under the desk they are most
likely to get squashed fatally.
RE: SAVE YOUR LIFE IN A QUAKE AND STOP
[QUOTING,
The
Makati
Tuscany
THE DUCK AND HIDE NONSENSE—GCH/D
NEWSLETTER:]
***
STOP THE WRONG INFORMATION AND SAVE
YOUR LIFE AND LIVES OF YOUR CHILDREN

If your first intention is to toss this input I suggest
you immediately reconsider, re-read, and go complain
to your local school, church and preschool-childcare
center. This information is being distributed to all
dwellers in the more central locations of Manila, Makati
and places where people gather and might be caught
in a major quake. This is ultimately one of the most
important survival bits of information you will ever get
so get it scattered and STOP THE NONSENSICAL
DRILLS SET FORTH TO INSURE YOUR
CHILD’S POTENTIAL FOR INJURY.
Ducking and hiding UNDER something is a truly
sure way of not surviving if you are in a building
collapse circumstance. Get into (within) the “triangle
of life” BESIDE the strongest thing in your immediate
room—and that is NOT the doorway.
I don’t need to explain this for it is nicely covered
in the following emergency information to this hi-rise
building. You are going to note this deals with
immediate living circumstances but is ever so much
the more important if you are at a mall so look around
and check out the most sturdy ways to have a lifetriangle in the event of being caught in a building
collapse or major quake.
For you who would try the same in tornados I
suggest you reconsider your circumstances for the
situation is entirely different in those events where
flying debris of actual “lift-off” is more crucial to
consider. With that in mind we offer these suggestions
and hope that you will clip them from the paper or
make copies and PASS IT ON—especially to those in
position of school instructors. If it doesn’t make sense
to believe this then I suggest you study it again—more
critically. I also suggest if you know anyone in the
Fire Rescue Service or other Rescue personnel (i.e.
Eric and Audrey in local Tehachapi), get them better
informed and take an interest in your own family’s
security since you are in Earthquake Country! This is
an approximately 27-story condominium building and
since quakes are hitting again and again in more

This is in line with our safety and security
program, and we would like to share with you
information that we feel will help you prepare in
emergency situations.
SURVIVING AN EARTHQUAKE
My name is Doug Copp. I am the Rescue Chief
and Disaster Manager of the American Rescue Team
International (ARTI), the world’s most experienced
rescue team. The information in this article will save
lives in an earthquake.
I have crawled inside 875 collapsed buildings,
worked with rescue teams from 60 countries, founded
rescue teams in several countries, and I am a member
of many rescue teams from many countries. I was
the United Nations expert in Disaster Mitigation
(UNXO51-UNIENET) for two years. I have worked
at every major disaster in the world since 1985, except
for simultaneous disasters.
In 1996 we made a film, which proved my
survival methodology to be correct. The Turkish
Federal Government, City of Istanbul, University of
Istanbul, Case Productions and ARTI cooperated to
film this practical scientific test. We collapsed a
school and a home with 20 mannequins inside.
Ten mannequins did “duck and cover” and ten
mannequins I used in my “triangle of life” survival
method. After the simulated earthquake collapse we
crawled through the rubble and entered the building to
film and document the results.
The film, in which I practiced my survival
techniques under directly observable, scientific
conditions, relevant to building collapse, showed there
would have been zero percent survival for those doing
duck and cover. There would likely have been 100
percent survivability for people using my method of the
“Triangle of Life”. Millions of viewers on television
in Turkey and the rest of Europe have seen this film,
and it was seen in the USA, Canada and Latin
America on the TV program Real TV.
The first building I ever crawled inside of was a
school in Mexico City during the 1985 earthquake.
Every child was under its desk. Every child was
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crushed to the thickness of its bone. They could have
survived by lying down NEXT TO THEIR DESKS
IN THE ISLES. It was obscene and unnecessary,
and I wondered why the children were not in the
aisles. I didn’t at the time know that the children
were told to hide under something.
Simply stated, when buildings collapse, the weight
of the ceiling falling upon the objects or furniture
inside crushes these objects, leaving a space or void
next to them. This space is what I call the “triangle
of life.” The larger the object, the stronger, the less
it will compact. The less the object compacts, the
larger the void; the greater the probability that the
person who is using this void for safety will not be
injured. The next time you watch collapsed buildings
on television, count the “triangles” you see formed.
They are everywhere. It is the most common shape,
you will see, in a collapsed building. They are
everywhere.
I trained the Fire Department of Trujillo (population
750,000) in how to survive, take care of their families,
and to rescue others in earthquakes.
The chief of rescue in the Trujillo Fire Department
is a professor at Trujillo University. He accompanied
me everywhere. He gave personal testimony: “My
name is Roberto Rosales. I am Chief of Rescue in
Trujillo. When I was 11 years old, I was trapped
inside of a collapsed building. My entrapment
occurred during the earthquake of 1972 that killed
70,000 people. I survived in the “triangle of life” that
existed next to my brother’s motorcycle. My friends
who got under the bed and under desks were crushed
to death (he gives more details, names, addresses,
etc.). I am the living example of the “triangle of life”.
My dead friends are the example of “duck and
cover”.
TIPS FROM DOUG COPP:
1. Everyone who simply “ducks and covers”
WHEN BUILDINGS COLLAPSE is crushed to
death—every time, without exception. People who get
under objects, like desks or cars, ARE ALWAYS
CRUSHED.
2. Cats, dogs, and babies all naturally often curl
up in the fetal position. You should, too, in an
earthquake. It is a natural safety/survival instinct.
You can survive in a smaller void. Get next to an
object, next to a sofa, next to a large bulky object that
will compress slightly but leave a void next to it.
3. Wooden buildings are the safest type of
construction to be in during an earthquake. The reason
is simple: the wood is flexible and moves with the
force of the earthquake. If the wooden building does
collapse, large survival voids are created. Also, the
wooden building has less concentrated, crushing
weight. Brick buildings will break into individual bricks.
Bricks will cause many injuries but less squashed
bodies than concrete slabs.
4. If you are in bed during the night and an
earthquake occurs, simply roll off the bed. A large
void will exist around the bed. Hotels can achieve a
much greater survival rate in earthquakes simply by
posting a sign on the back of the bottom of the bed
during an earthquake. [Yes, we are still carefully
quoting.]
5. If an earthquake happens while you are
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watching television and you cannot easily escape by
getting out the door or window, then lie down and
curl up in the fetal position next to a sofa, or large
chair.
6. Everybody who gets under a doorway when
buildings collapse is killed. Why? If you stand under
a doorway and the doorjamb falls forward or
backward you will be crushed by the ceiling above. If
the door jam falls sideways you will be cut in half by
the doorway. In either case, you will be killed.
7. Never go to the stairs. The stairs have a
different “moment of frequency” (they swing
separately from the main part of the building). The
stairs and remainder of the building continuously
bump into each other until structural failure of the
stairs takes place. The people who get on the
stairs before they fall are chopped up by the stair
treads. They are horribly mutilated. Even if the
building doesn’t collapse, stay away from the stairs.
The stairs are a likely part of the building to be
damaged. Even if the stairs are not screaming,
fleeing people. They should always be checked for
safety, even when the rest of the building is not
damaged.
[H: THIS IS NOT TRUE IN TORNADO
OR HURRICANE DISASTERS BECAUSE THE
INNER CENTER STAIRS ARE THE BEST
PLACE ABOVE GROUND TO FIND
PROTECTION IN SUCH STORMS. IN SUCH
STORMS YOU NEED AS MUCH SPACE,
WALLS AND DISTANCE FROM FLYING
WINDOW-GLASS AS IS POSSIBLE. IT IS
ALSO WHERE THE STRUCTURE HAS THE
MOST
SUPPORT
IN
ALMOST
ALL
INSTANCES.]
8. Get Near the Outer Walls of Building or
Outside of Them if Possible: It is much better to
be near the outside of the building rather than the
interior. The farther inside you are from the
outside perimeter of the building the greater the
probability that your escape route will be blocked.
[Use your head, though, in case the shaking causes
the walls and “sidings” to topple “off”.]
9. People inside their vehicles are crushed
when the road above falls in an earthquake and
crushes their vehicles: which is exactly what
happened with the slabs between the decks of the
Nimitz Freeway. The victims of the San Francisco
earthquake all stayed inside their vehicles. They
were all killed. They could have easily survived by
getting out and sitting or lying next to their vehicles,
says the author. Everyone killed would have
survived if they had been able to get out of their
cars and sit or lie next to them. All the crushed
cars had voids 3 feet high next to them, except for
the cars that had columns fall directly across them.
10. I discovered, while crawling inside of
collapsed newspaper offices and other offices with
a lot of paper, that paper does not compact. Large
voids are found surrounding stacks of paper.
* * *
I suggest you truly take this information into
your CONSCIOUS attention. When you teach
yourself, your children and your friends WRONG
ways of survival—good luck!
GCH
dharma
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Will Erap Estrada
Return to Govern?
In the following article, journalist Herman Tiu
Laurel refers to unconstitutionally-deposed Erap
Estrada as ‘the only viable transition leader’ for
the Philippines. As “outsiders” we favor no
political candidate over any other—but look
forward to an opportunity for making progress.
[QUOTING:]
ESTRADA: BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATERS
By Herman Tiu Laurel, The Daily Tribune, 6/20/05
Four-and-a-half years ago, I and at least 11 million
of Filipinos raged at a series of events that cut a deep
wound in the nation’s soul. Destabilization led by Big
Business (or the corporatocracy), corrupt Armed Forces
of the Philippines (AFP) and Philippine National Police
generals, jueteng lords, the Moro Islamic Liberation Front
and mercenary intelligentsia, the withdrawal of support led
by AFP “comptroller” clique and the Davide Supreme
Court’s constructed “resignation” committed the greatest
injustice in modern Philippine history. A woman sworn
in as “acting President” started presiding as a regular
President and a reign of economic collapse followed—
adding injury to insult.
Today, truth has come out in almost every matter
of controversy throughout the five years that have
transpired. The reign of lies is crumbling, but already
opportunism and carpetbaggery are rearing their ugly
heads over the political scene. All sorts of little people
are scurrying around and jostling to be the next ruler
after the Gloria-Garci drama unravels the current
regime. Noli de Castro [current V.P.] is waiting for
the Ring of Power to fall into his hands. Harboring
the golem in his heart, this Lopez and Manila Electric
Co. dummy is not even considered by the general
public for replacing Gloria. Ask around, there is no
enthusiasm for Noli, even if he is the spare tire.
The Lopez link had flattened him before even
getting on the road; but The Firm wants to run the flat
spare tire, and that’s clearly another reason why the
public don’t want another Firm puppet. More Piatco
deals? More usurpation of judicial powers?
Meanwhile the waft of Tabako [a local reference to
the ever-present Ramos cigar] ushers in pawn
moves to capture the Queen’s square. Playing the old
game of advancing multiple pawns to confuse the
chessboard, he plays a soldier and a bishop so he may
rush to the Queen’s square. The gambit is aimed at
beclouding the strategic position of the king.
Despite the obfuscation, there is one indisputable
fact of Philippine political life today: The only political
leader that has the only legitimate mandate is Joseph
Estrada, the political leader that the public refuses to
allow to fade away. After four-and-a-half years of
internment in various confinements, daily media
calumnies against the character of the man,
persecution by a kangaroo court on various charges,
Estrada has emerged from it all better loved, politically

stronger and actually the most viable leader to serve
in the recovery period from the Gloria disaster.
Consider the following:
Noli de Castro, supposedly the Vice president, has to
visit the detained President Joseph Estrada at least twice
to seek support to replace Gloria; a retired general whom
some military factions have offered to lead a transition
government insists on getting Estrada’s support first, or
no deal; more genuine opposition factions (which exclude
Angara, and put in doubt a few others) have gone to
Estrada for support: United Opposition, the opposition
alliance, recognizes Estrada as the primus inter pares; and
lately, several noted columnists have reported that even
a US Embassy survey showed Estrada as the most
viable leader.
The most important factor in deeming Estrada to be
the only viable transition leader, and to my mind the only
one who can be successful, is that the return of Estrada
represents justice for almost 11 million voters who were
grievously wronged in the 2004 destabilization and coup.
National reconciliation and unity will be restored by this
most basic step, there’s no other way it can happen.
Noli assuming the office of the presidency will not solve
any of this; the injustice will fester and the 2004 elections
cheating question will continue.
Over and above the political issues is Estrada’s
personal and human quality. He is the only Filipino
political leader on the horizon that has his palabra de
honor, i.e. integrity, the sum of it all. Paraphrasing
what has been said of him before, what you hear from
him is what you get. Human character is based on
words. Animals cannot be dishonest because they
have no way with words. The integrity of words and
deeds is what human is, and those who lie are
dehumanized by such acts. Gloria dehumanizes herself
and the nation whenever she lies.
Look at our country now, police living on jueteng,
abroad. Corruption and taxation thrive while street
children grow in numbers.
These are the
consequences of a society of lies. Look at the spider
monkey clinging on tenuous vines of power calling
herself President. Estrada did not lie about his
innocence and refused exile to prove this; he says his
every act while in Malacanang redounded to the good
of the greater number of Filipinos, and history proves
this. Estrada’s word has been solid, Gloria has been
something else altogether.
Then Estrada’s most important personal quality as
a comeback leader: his Big Heart. It may have gotten
him into trouble before but it may now prove to be his
most valuable personal and political asset. While
Estrada has taken very firm and vocal positions on
burning political issues, he has never cursed nor
damned even his worst enemies. They had all visited
or are trying to visit him. He can bridge the people
who love him and the people who hated him, and
maybe we as a nation can start all over again.
[END QUOTING]
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with China were “extremely” important for Israel,
referring to China as the “giant” and Israel as the
“dwarf”.
[END QUOTING]
China has developed significant economic interests
were subjected to severe torture, punishment and in South America and is acting to protect those interests.
interrogation; nevertheless, the Israelis had a different
[QUOTING, emphasis added:]
view over those scientists and opined that they were a
threat to the Zionist state; hence, they should be ALARM IN UNITED STATES AS CHINESE SPECIAL
liquidated.
FORCES TROOPS BEGIN ARRIVING IN VENEZUELA
They exploited the recent rampant violence in Iraq AS AMERICAN PLOT TO ASSASSINATE PRESIDENT
and started the liquidation operations against those
CHAVEZ DISCOVERED
scientists who are considered as assets for the Arab and
By Sorcha Faal, <WhatDoesItMean.com>, 6/27/05
Muslim nations.
“Seven months ago, the Pentagon (U.S. defense
Russian Intelligence Analysts are reporting today that
department) was convinced of the Israeli idea and the Military Leaders of the United States have become
extended the necessary help for them to carry out their alarmed over the transporting of Chinese Special Forces
mission well”, the report underlined.
Troops to the South American Country of Venezuela.
An American security team was commissioned to
The contingent of Chinese Special Forces, reported
gather the biography of those scientists and the way to to number around 350, contain both Special
reach them, and then the Israeli team would be entrusted Reconnaissance (SR) and Counter-Terrorism (CT)
with the assassination mission that yielded this number troops arrived in Venezuela during the early morning
of murdered scientists and university professors....
hours of June 24 th in an apparent response to
[END QUOTING]
Venezuela’s President request to prevent his
The next article documents further evidence of the assassination by American backed agents, and as we can
developing schism between the U.S. and Israel.
read as reported by the Reuters News Service in their
[QUOTING:]
article titled “Venezuela parade switched over
assassination fears” and which says;
CHINA, ISRAEL DISCUSS EXPANDING DEFENSE TIES
“Venezuela’s armed forces have changed the venue
By Nina Gilbert, Jerusalem Post, 6/22/05
of a military parade marking a famous 1821 battle
because of fears of an assassination attempt against
Expansion of defense ties with Israel was on the President Hugo Chavez, the defense minister said on
agenda during talks with his Israeli counterparts this Monday. Gen. Jorge Garcia Carneiro said a planned
week, Chinese Foreign Minister Li Zhaoxing said June 24 military ceremony that was to have been led by
Tuesday.
Chavez on the site of the battle of Carabobo, west of
Li, who spoke at the start of a meeting with the Caracas, had been canceled.”
Knesset Foreign Affairs and Defense Committee, did not
Investigations being conducted by Venezuela
go into detail about the current dispute between Israel Security Forces are increasingly showing that this latest
and the U.S. over the Israel upgrade of Chinese Harpy South American assassination plot is being organized by
drones.
the United States, and as we can read as reported by the
He said that during his visit he had held talks on Latin American News Agency in their article titled
expanding ties in the fields of “trade, army, culture, “Assassination Clues in Venezuela Point to Colombia”
education and tourism”.
and which says;
Foreign Minister Silvan Shalom apologized to U.S.
“Clues on opposition groups attempting to
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice earlier this week assassinate Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez
over the deal, and expressed hope that the crisis would increasingly point to Colombia, although without the
be quickly resolved.
participation of the country’s authorities, VEA newspaper
Defense Minister Director-General Amos Yaron is reported Wednesday. According to the daily, Venezuelan
expected to be sacked as part of the deal to resolve the authorities discovered for recruiting terrorists and hired
crisis with the U.S.
assassins in Bogota and Cucuta an organized network,
Li was asked by Labor MK Danny Yatom about which is sponsored by Miami and groups linked to U.S.
U.S.-Chinese relations and how the ties were affecting intelligence services.”
Israel’s ability to sell arms to China. Li responded that
...But according to a report from the Forbes News
ties between the U.S. and China were improving, and Service, Venezuela’s President is continuing his defiance
that the main problem in the ties was Taiwan. He said of these latest American threats to his life, and as he has
China also opposed the sale of U.S. arms to Taiwan that been quoted as saying, ‘Venezuela will never again be
could pose a threat to it, according to Yatom, who anyone’s colony,’ said Chavez, a harsh critic of the U.S.
heads the Israel-China parliamentary friendship government, which he says has exacerbated poverty
association.
through ‘imperialist’ policies.”
Li also told Israel to prepare for an imminent influx
The difference though between the actions of the
of Chinese tourists as an outgrowth of deepening ties. Americans against Chile in the 1970s, and now against
“I can let you know with some certainty that Venezuela during this new century lies with China, who
thousands of Chinese tourists will visit Jerusalem and has the second greatest power in the world today is
other parts of the country. You are such an attraction. actively challenging the United States for world
I have already advised enterprises of this country to hegemony, and specifically at the very doorstep of the
prepare more hotel rooms for the upcoming Chinese United States, and as we can read from the testimony
tourism,” he said.
before the United States Congress by Peter T.R.
Li also told the MKs that he was moved by his visit Brookes, Senior Fellow for National Security Affairs and
to Yad Vashem, saying it made him feel a bond between Director, Asian Studies Center, wherein he states;
the Jewish people and the Chinese. He said 20 million
“Petroleum leads the list of resources South
Chinese were “slaughtered by the Japanese aggressors” American states have to offer China. Venezuela is the
during the same period of World War II.
world’s fifth largest producer of petroleum that produces
“We should never forget history, instead we should 2.5 million barrels per day, providing the United States
turn it into united efforts to maintain world peace,” he with 13-15 percent of its oil imports. China has invested
said.
over $1 billion in petroleum projects in Venezuela and is
Committee chairman Yuval Steinitz said the relations positioning itself to invest nearly $350 million to extract

World News Insights
Russian diplomacy continues at a breathtaking pace
and now it appears Russia and Mexico have “suddenly”
found some mutual interests.
[QUOTING, emphasis added:]
MEXICAN PRESIDENT ARRIVES IN RUSSIA
RIA Novosti, 6/20/05
MOSCOW—Mexican President Vicente Fox arrived
in Russia for his first-ever visit Monday.
The Mexican leader is scheduled to meet with
Russian senior officials, including Speaker of the
Federation Council, parliament’s upper house Sergei
Mironov. Fox will also deliver a lecture at the Moscow
State Institute of International Relations (MGIMO) and
address the Russian-Mexican business forum at the
International Trade Center.
“We are seeking to build new, more dynamic
relations with Russia and this policy corresponds with
our strategy of diversifying our markets and increasing
foreign trade sales with European countries,” Fox said
on the eve of his visit to Moscow. “Our countries have
a lot in common. Both Mexico and Russia are creating
new economic models and conducting similar economic
and social reforms, while the development of their
economies is driven by the energy sector.”
Fox found several issue on which Russia and
Mexico share common interests.
“In foreign policy, our countries are advocating a
multi-polar world and working jointly in this direction.
Mexico considers it important to develop its relations
with Russia, which is a permanent UN Security Council
member.”...
[END QUOTING]
Even as Russia continues to make friends all over
the world, U.S. popularity continues to decline. The war
on Iraq is now widely acknowledged to be illegal; the
U.S. detention facilities at Guantanamo Bay are under
scrutiny for illegal TORTURE; the U.S. has USED its
“weapons of mass destruction”—including banned
conventional weapons like cluster bombs and fire
bombs—on civilian populations. Accordingly, it
shouldn’t be too shocking to discover that the U.S. gave
the green light to Mossad units, collaborating with them
in the slaughter of uncooperative Iraqi intelligentsia.
[QUOTING, emphasis added:]
WITH AMERICAN COLLABORATION, MOSSAD KILLS
350 IRAQI SCIENTISTS, 200 UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS
<Palestine-info.co.uk>, 6/14/05
BAGHDAD—The Israeli espionage apparatus,
Mossad, was able to liquidate around 350 Iraqi scientists
in various fields of knowledge and 200 university
professors with the full cooperation of the U.S.
occupation forces in Iraq since the fall of the Iraqi
capital, Baghdad, last March 2003, a report prepared
by the U.S. State Department revealed.
The report that was referred to the U.S. president
George W. Bush pointed out that Israeli commandos and
Mossad elements were operating in Iraq more than a year
ago with the aim of liquidating Iraqi nuclear and biology
scientists, among other scientists, and prominent
university professors after the American attraction
attempts failed to convince them to cooperate with or
work in the USA.
“Some Iraqi scientists were forced to work in
American research centers; however, the majority of
them refused to cooperate in certain fields and fled the
U.S. to other countries”, it added.
However, scientist, who preferred to remain in Iraq
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oil from eastern Venezuelan oil fields, as well as an
additional $60 million in natural gas wells.
“China is also on a military diplomacy offensive
across the globe. China has formed military
diplomatic ties with 146 countries and sent military
attaches to 103 countries. China uses these exchanges
to gather information on the host country, as well as
other countries if possible, for military doctrine
development as well as military intelligence purposes.
“In 2004, more than 100 military exchange
programs took place, involving Chinese military leaders
visiting more than 60 countries and senior officers from
about 50 countries visiting China. Some exchange
programs featured joint military exercises, security
sessions involving military officers from multiple
countries, combined seminars on defense and security,
and field trips. China has military and security interests
in Latin America as well. China’s presence at Signals
Intelligence (SIGINT) facilities in Cuba directed at the
United States is long-standing and well known, but China
is establishing military ties in Latin America as well.
...Perhaps most tragic about all of these escalating
events are that the Western peoples of the United States
are virtually unaware of the gathering forces of Global
War positioning themselves around them, much like the
Allied Forces Against Germany during World War II.
And also like the Germans of last century, the World
is preparing the basis for the War Crime Trials to be
held against the American Military Leaders, and their
citizens, and as we can read as reported by the
Associated Press News Service in their article titled
“U.N. cites reliable accounts of U.S. torture” and which
says;
“U.N. human rights experts said Thursday they have
reliable accounts of detainees being tortured at the U.S.
base in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. The experts also said
Washington had not responded to their latest request to
check on the conditions of terror suspects at the facility
in eastern Cuba. That request was made in April.”
But as we have seen so many times from these
strange peoples of the United States, they listen to no
warnings, and even worse continually ridicule all who
seek to inform them of the violent storm gathering on
their horizon.
[END QUOTING]
In a world of “profit without conscience” it should
not be too surprising to discover that recent success with
Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) by the Iraqi
resistance can be attributed to Israel.
[QUOTING:]
MOSSAD ATTACK UPON THE UNITED STATES
‘IMMINENT’ AS MASSIVE POWER STRUGGLE
ERUPTS IN WASHINGTON OVER ISRAELI
LASERS PROVIDED TO IRAQI INSURGENTS AND
ISRAEL DRAWS CLOSER TO CHINA
By Sorcha Faal, WhatDoesItMean.com, 6/23/05
Russian Intelligence Analysts are reporting today that
the United States Military Forces operating in the Iraqi
War Theater have come under sophisticated bombing
attacks utilizing Laser Technology known only to exist
in Israel’s vast arsenal of weapons, and as we can read
as reported by the New York Times News Service in their
article titled “Redesigned bombs pushing U.S. toll
higher” and which says;
“American casualties from bomb attacks in Iraq
have reached new heights in the last two months as
insurgents have begun to deploy devices that leave
armored vehicles increasingly vulnerable, according to
military records. The surge in attacks, officials say, has
coincided with the appearance of significant
advancements in bomb design, including the use of
‘shaped’ charges that concentrate the blast and give it
a better chance of penetrating armored vehicles, causing
higher casualties. Another change, a senior military
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officer said, has been the detonation of explosives by America”, it remains to be seen who will actually win
infrared lasers, an innovation aimed at bypassing this Secret War between the United States and Israel.
But to whatever the outcome of these present
electronic jammers used to block bombs from
events pulling the entire world closer to all out war,
detonating.”
The specific Laser Device used in these bombings it remains a fact that the United States has indeed
has been identified as being a modified version of that embarked upon a course of action to radically change
produced by the vast International Arms Company the entire Middle East, even if it means the
named Israel Aircraft Industries for their ‘Smart destruction of Israel, and as we can read as reported
by the Australian ABC News Service in their article
Bombs’...
As the United States also places further sanctions titled “Condoleezza Rice concedes Mid-East policy
upon the Israeli Government for both their massive failure” and which says;
“Now to that very candid statement by
spying operations being uncovered at the highest levels
of American Political, Economic and Media leaderships America’s most senior diplomat. The U.S. Secretary
and the passing onto China of some of the most secret of State Condoleezza Rice has described America’s
United States weapons technology, the
Israeli Government has decided to
abandon its support of American and
switch its allegiance towards the
Chinese...
As Russian Intelligence Analysts
have previously reported on about the
Iran Contra Affair, that operation was
entirely organized by both the Israeli
Mossad and their American Intelligence
Organizations sympathizers for the
purpose of blackmailing the then United
States President, Ronald Reagan, over
his threats to end American support to
Israel, and as we can read as reported
by the American Conservative Monitor
News Service in their article titled
“Reagan, Begin, and Israel”, and which
says;
“In December of 1981, the Israeli
Knesset led by Prime Minister
Menachem Begin, passed the ‘Golan
Heights Law’ officially annexing the
territory captured by Israel from Syria in
the 1973 Yom Kippur War. Syria had
previously used the territory to repeatedly
shell Israeli civilian areas down below the
Heights, and with massive public
support, the Israeli government decided
to solidify—in law—its determination
never to return to such a situation. Till
this day, there is a consensus in Israel,
not to return the Golan Height to Syrian
control. Reagan, angry, withdrew the
‘strategic relationship’ offer. As a
response to Reagan’s previous statement
about foreign countries making American
policy, and his withdrawal of the ‘offer’,
Begin gave a rousing speech, reminding
all who would listen that Israel is not a
‘Banana Republic’. Israel would also
not let foreign powers interfere with its
By Michael Collins Piper
pursuit of its vital security needs, such
as securing the Golan Heights.”
As many American Presidents have
Don’t wait, order now!
learned, and as the present one is
learning now, it is a frightful process for
any country to contemplate, let alone
actually begin a course of confrontation
with Israel. However, with that being
the old way of dealing with Israel the
present American President, according
to Kremlin insiders, has previously stated
International orders may also be placed through:
to President Putin that, “This problem is
going to be solved once and for all.”
With last week’s events though and
as we had previously reported on in our
June 19th report titled “United States Air
Force Put on Highest Alert Level After
Israeli F-16s Attempt To Invade U.S.
*Due to lack of space we are unable to begin this
Airspace in ‘Bombing Run’ Towards
series in the current issue as promised.
West Coast and Mid-West Regions of
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foreign policy in the Middle East over the past six
decades as a failure. She made the statements in a
speech calling for democratic reform in the Arab
world, at the American University in Cairo overnight.
It’s the first time a U.S. official has delivered such
a tough public message in the heart of the Middle
East. Critics of the Bush administration are
describing it as hollow but risky rhetoric, while
supporters say it was a bold and necessary speech at
a critical time in history for the region.”
It is no secret to any Government or peoples in
the world, with the exception of the American people,
that the only solution to the Middle East is the
changing of Israel. It is also no secret to any
Government or peoples in the world that Israel is fully
prepared to see the destruction of the world rather
than to see its policies change.
And the events of September 11, 2001 prove
beyond anyone’s guessing the massive power of
Israel to do exactly what they say they are going to
do, even to the destruction of the whole world.
[END QUOTING]
Readers might recall a picture of Mt. Kiliminjaro
from a few months back in which the (’til now)
perenially snow-capped peak is absolutely devoid of
snow. ‘Global warming’ due to a build-up of socalled ‘greenhouse gases’ has been blamed for these
changes but—as the Peruvian natives in the next
article know—these changes signal ‘the end of the
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world’; or, as we understand it, the end of this throughout the world, with some of the most
pronounced effects on relatively rare patches of ice
CYCLE and the beginning of a new one.
in countries like Peru that lie within the tropics. A
[QUOTING:]
study by the Peruvian government in 1997 found that
GLACIER DISAPPEARING; END OF THE WORLD? the country’s glaciers had shrunk by more than 20%
Wall Street Journal, 6/17/05
over 30 years. The National Commission on Climate
in Lima now predicts that Peru could lose all its
QOLQEPUNKU GLACIER, PERU—About 200 glaciers below 18,000 feet in the next 10 years; all
men dressed in furry cloaks and woolen masks within 40 yrs.
trekked up to a glacier whose ice is said to have
The cosmological implications of the missing
magical healing properties. In the past these men, snow are clear to the people here. According to local
called UKUKUS after the word for bear in the local myth, when the snow disappears from the tops of
language, cut and hauled down large blocks of ice to the mountains, it will herald the end of the world..
share with family, friends, and livestock as part of an Qoyllur Rit’i, which means “resplendent snow”, likely
annual pilgrimage. These days, cutting the ice is all started out hundreds of years ago as a rite to the
but taboo. The bear-men say their sacred glacier is apus. Later, in 1780 as tradition has it, Jesus
disappearing. Over a period of two decades, its edge appeared on the mountain in the guise of a little
has drawn back 600 feet along the boulder-strewn blonde boy. “When Spaniards had difficulty
slope leading to the church in the valley below. Even converting the populace, they invented a miracle,”
compared with last year, the glacier is noticeably said tour guide Enrique Vera Farfan. Today Catholic
smaller. That’s a worrisome portent for locals who and pagan traditions are fused, an effect known as
still worship snowcapped mountains as gods, or syncretism. For instance, the glacial ice is deemed
APUS. It’s out of concern for the apu living here, to be holy water, and it is also still revered as the
the bear-men say, that they have decided not to take apu’s semen, good for fertilizing Pacha Mama, or
any more blocks of ice.
Mother Earth. “It’s the same thing,” explained Mr.
Although few on this remote mountaintop are Vera between gulps of coca-leaf tea. “It’s no
aware of it, the demise of this Andean ice-cutting wonder the snow is vanishing. It’s because the apu
ritual is likely the result of global warming. The UN is leaving. He’s moving farther from this place.”
says rising temperatures are causing glaciers to recede
[END QUOTING]

Public Notice
In meeting the requirements for sufficient public notice, this is the second of three publications of this notice.
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Budget’s “Tip of the Week” #9:
Keep a Low Profile
It has been estimated that over 90% of all lawsuits in the entire world are filed in the United States.
A medium-sized business is typically involved in a lawsuit per year here and larger corporations are
compelled to maintain teams of full-time attorneys to defend themselves. At the other end of the scale,
an individual proprietor risks everything to engage in business without a corporate structure and even
individuals who are not involved in business are at risk if they have any assets attached to their names.
Meanwhile, the law schools keep churning out more attorneys at an increasing rate.
What’s the solution? KEEP A LOW PROFILE. In business and in our personal lives, too, ideally it
would be best to never show up at all on the enemy’s “radar”. In the game of “getcha” it is always better
to present a minimal target profile for the “getcha gang” and the best way to accomplish this feat is very
often through the use of Nevada corporate shelters.
In some cases it may be possible to shelter assets and income in a single corporation but when success
is achieved and that first corporation starts to take on a higher and more vulnerable profile, it’s time for
some creative thinking. The first step should always be to separate assets from potential liability, so
if you have an operating business it is good to ensure that it holds no assets of its own. Often the best
solution is to have the operating entity lease its equipment from another, unrelated (by ownership)
corporation. The next step could be to consider spinning off the existing business’ departments into
separate corporations: the marketing department could become a separate marketing company, as an
example. Almost all businesses must purchase some goods from outside sources, so why not deal with
a friendly supply company, one over which you may exert some control from behind the scenes?
Not only will this approach severely limit the prospects for damage by prospective litigants, it will also,
by and large, keep the IRS out of your affairs. Audit rates continue to show (not surprisingly) that the
smallest corporations have by far the lowest audit profiles. A corporation with less than $250,000 in assets
had an audit rate of just .28% in the year 2000, while the rate for a corporation with $1 million in assets
was more than TEN TIMES as high at 2.90% and the rate for the largest corporations skyrockets to more
than ten times that figure at 30.51%.
The key to making this work is to treat each corporation as its own separate interest and to ensure that
each entity always acts out of its own self-interest. In so doing you ensure that each corporation has
minimal exposure to lawsuits and IRS audits and the aggregate exposure is far, far less than it would be
with a single, high-profile corporation.
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Until you decide your own direction you
cannot decide another’s even if your goal is to
serve all others. Self is always right there in
the middle of the “way”.
—GCH, 6/21/05

